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This thesis discusses micrsotrip square ring antenna, a miniaturized antenna,

which is one of the basic shapes of its class. Singly fed stacked square ring antennas are

presented for circular polarization (CP), which have not been studied before. Nanow CP

bandwidth is a common problem for single-feed square ring antennas, and in this thesis,

several perturbation schemes are used in stacked square rings to obtain a wider axial ratio

bandwidth. A novel hybrid perlurbation scheme is investigated for wideband CP stacked

square ring antennas, which has the capability of providing wide angular coverage in the

upper hemisphere, particularly desirable for global positioning systems (GPS).

The inner slot area of the square ring antenna is utilized by employing another

smaller square ring, thus having three resonators in two layers to be operated at multiple

frequencies, more specifically, at three frequencies. Capacitive feeding is used to excite

the rings, which enables to increase the slot size, thus miniaturize the antenna.

ABSTR.ACT

Multi-frequency operation is also obtained from single-layer probe-fed square

ring antenna by loading it with a gap or slit. Two unloaded modes are excited around the

dominant TMll mode of the square ring, equally spaced on the spectrum. To excite these

multiple modes, the loading has to be symmetric on one arm, however the excitation has

to be off-centered on another arm. These modes are investigated in greater detail with a

parametric study. Simulation results are conf,rrmed by measurements.



By choosing the location of the loading on vertical or horizontal arm, the

polarization of each mode can be controlled. One of the loaded mode frequencies is much

lower than the dominant mode frequency of the square ring, indicating a miniaturization

to a great extent. The inner slot of the loaded square ring antenna is modified to further

lower the loaded mode frequency. However, poor gain and efficiency are the main

problems of such miniaturized antennas, because of high ohmic losses.

Using a planar laminated conductor system, it is shown that using multiple

laminated conductors, instead of a single conductor, losses can be reduced. The same

concept is used in miniaturized square ring antennas in order to reduce ohmic losses. This

enhances the gain of these antennas significantly. Experimental investigations are

conducted to confirm the simulated results.
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CHAPTER. TWO

Fig.2.1:

Fig.2.2:

Loading techniques: (a) inductive, (b) capacitive (c) conductive.

(a) Monopole, and (b) dielectric loaded monopole. /z is the height of the

monopole, )"" 1s the free space wavelength, á,. and €e¡¡ are the relative

and effective dielectric constant of the substrate material, respectively.

(a) A half-wavelength microstrip antenna, and (b) a shorted microstrip

antenna: 1" is the free space wavelength, and t, and tou are the

relative and effective dielectric constant of the substrate material,

respectively.

I-,ist of Figures

Fig.2.3:

Big.2.4: (a) The monopole antenna, length: L4"J4, (b) the inverted-L antenna,

length: L1+LtJ"o/4, and (c) the inverted-F antenna, length Ls+L¿<)", 4.

L is the free space wavelength . 13

Fig. 2.5: Current flow path on (a) a microstrip patch antenna, and (b) a patch

antenna with H-shaped slot. €, and €etr aÍe the relative and effective

dielectric constant of the substrate material, respectively.

Fig.2.6: Imaginary spherical boundary fully enclosing the antenna.

Fig.2.7: (a) Square, (b) annular, and (c) triangular ring antennas derived from

10

regular- shaped patch antennas.

Fig. 2.8: Geometry of a (a) square loop, (b) square ring and (c) regular square

11

A

patch. ),* =þ is the wavelength in the dielectric, and t, and €*
"' le
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are the relative and effective dielectric constant of the substrate

material, respectively. 19

CTIAPTER. TTIREE

Fig. 3.1: (a) 3-D view and (b) side view of the dual-layer square-ring antenna

(DLSRA), and (c) irs return loss.

Fig. 3.2: Geometry of the driven and parasitic rings of the DLSRA with negative

perturbation.

Fig. 3.3: Simulated axial ratio of the DLSRA with perturbing either parasiric

ring or driven ring.

Fig. 3.4: (a) Return loss plot and (b) axial ratio and RHCp gain vs. frequency

plot of the DLSRA with negative perturbation [Fig. 3.2]. The antenna

parameters are tabulated in Table 3.2.

Fig.3.5: Simulated CP gain patterns in the (a) þ= 0o and (b) Ø= 90o planes, ar

1'.575 GHz, of the DLSRA antenna with negative perrurbation [Fig.

3.2l.The antenna parameters are tabulated in Table 3.2.

Fig. 3.6: (a) Geometry of rhe driven and parasitic rings of the DLSRA with

outward positive perturbation, and its simulated (b) return loss plot,

and (c) axial ratio and RHCP gain vs. frequency plot. The antenna

parameters are tabulated in Table 3.2.

Fig. 3.7: (a) Geometry of rhe driven and parasitic rings of the DLSRA with

inward positive perturbation, and its simulated (b) return loss plot, and

(c) axial ratio and RHCP gain vs. frequency plot. The antenna

parameters are tabulated in Table 3.2.
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Fig. 3.8: (a) Geometry of the DLSRA with hybrid perturbation, and its simulated

(b) return loss plot, and (c) axial ratio and RHCP gain vs. frequency

plot. The antenna dimensions are tabulated in Table 3.2.

Fig. 3.9: The variations of axial ratio with elevation angle, in the þ = 0o plane,

for the DLSRA with positive perturbation (inward and outward),

negative perturbation and hybrid perturbation, at 1.556 GHz.

Fig. 3.10: The variation of axial ratio with frequency, due to different ground

plane sizes for the DLSRA antenna with positive perturbation in Fig.

3.6(a). Antenna parameters (in mm) are'. Lt = 59, Lz= 37 , Ls= 44.5,

L¿= 14.5, pn= 5, eo= 6, €,= 3.2, ht = I.6, hz= ll. Gr=80 means

ground plane size = 80 x 80 mm2, Gr=100 means ground plane size =

100 x 100 mm2 and so on.

Fig. 3.1L: The effects of finite ground plane sizes on the (a) axial ratio and (b)

RHCP gain of the DLSRA antenna with positive perturbation in Fig.

3.6(a). Antenna parameters are mentioned in Table 3.3. Gr=80 means

ground plane size = 80 x 80 mm2, Gr=100 means ground plane size =

100 x 100 mm2 and so on.

Fig. 3.12: Antenna geometry with the ground plane in order to study the effects

of asymmetric antenna position on the ground plane on the axial ratio

of the DLSRA with positive perturbation, Fig. 3.6(a). Antenna

parameters (in mm) are'. L1= 59, Lz= 37, Ls= 44.9, Lq= I4.9, Pn= 5,

eo= 6, €, = 3.2, ht = 1.6, hz= 12.8. Ground plane size = 100 x 100

--'.
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Fig. 3.13: The effects of asymmetric antenna position on the ground plane on the

axial ratio of the DLSRA with positive perturbation, in Fig. 3.12: (a)

when asymmetric about y-axis, with Xs = 0, (b) when asymmetric

about x-axis, with Y, = 0, and (c) when asymmetric about both x- and

y- axes.

Fig. 3.14: Comparison between simulated and measured (a) return loss and (b)

axial ratio and RHCP gain of the DLSRA, with positive perturbation

[Fig. 3.6(a)]. The antenna parameters are (in mm): ¿, = 3.2, ht = 1.6,

hz= lI, L1= 59, Lz=37, Ls= 44.5, L¿= 14.5, pn= 5, ea= 6. The finite

ground plane size is 160 x 160 mm2.

Fig.3.15: The measured gain patterns in (a) Q = 0o, and (b) Ø= 90o planes at

1.56 G}lz of the DLSRA, with positive perturbation [Fig. 3.6(a)].

Fig. 3.16: Comparison between simulated and measured (a) return loss and (b)

axial ratio and RHCP gain of the DLSRA, with hybrid perturbation

[Fig. 3.8(a)]. The antenna parameters are (in mm): e,. = 3.2, lx1= 1.6,

hz= ll, L1 = 59, Lz= 39.2, Ls= 44.7, Lq= 14.7, pr= 5, q,,= 6.The

finite ground plane size is 160 x 160 mm2.

Fig. 3.17: Measured and simulated axial ratios with elevation angle, in the Q= 0o

plane, of the DLSRA with hybrid perturbations.

CHAPTER. FOUR.

47

Fig. 4.1: Geometry of the proposed antenna with capacitively-fed multiple

square rings for multi-frequency operation: (a) 3-D view, (b) side

view, (c) top and bottom rings. 58
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Fig. 4.2: Simulated scattering parameters of the antenna in Fig. 4.1, showing

three resonances and good isolation between two ports.

Fig. 4.3: Radiation patterns at f1 = 1.161 GHz in two principal planes of the

antenna in Fig. 4.1 with design parameters mentioned in Table 4.1. 6l

Fig. 4.4: Radiation patterns at f2 = 1.219 GHz in two principal planes of the

Fig. 4.5: Radiation patterns at 1.56 GHz in two principal planes of the antenna in

Fig.4.l with design parameters mentioned in Table 4.1. 62

antenna in Fig. 4.I with design parameters mentioned in Table 4.1. 6l

Fig. 4.6: Simulated scattering parameters, using Ansoft HFSS (Finite Element

Method-based software package), of the antenna in Fig. 4.1. 63

Fig.4.7: Return loss of the antenna in Fig. 4.1 with the antenna parameters

mentioned in Table 4.3. 67

Fig. 4.8: Dual-feed affangement of the multiple square ring antenna [Fig. 4.1] to

obtain circular polarization for GPS system.

Fig. 4.9: Axial ratio of the multiple square ring antenna with orthogonal

capacitive feeding. The antenna configuration is shown in Fig. 4.8

and antenna parameters are mentioned in Table 4.3.

Fig. 4.10: CP gains of the multiple square ring antenna with orthogonal

capacitive feeding. The antenna configuration is shown in Fig. 4.8

and antenna parameters are mentioned in Table 4.3.
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Fig. 4.11: CP gains of the multiple square ring antenna with orthogonal

capacitive feeding at ll76 MHz in two principal planes. The antenna

configuration is shown in Fig. 4.8 and antenna parameters are

mentioned in Table 4.3.

Fig. 4.12: CP gains of the multiple square ring antenna with orthogonal

capacitive feeding at 1227 MHz in two principal planes. The antenna

configuration is shown in Fig. 4.8 and antenna parameters are

mentioned in Table 4.3.

Fig. 4.13: CP gains of the multiple square ring antenna with orthogonal

capacitive feeding at I575 MHz in two principal planes. The antenna

configuration is shown in Fig. 4.8 and antsnna parameters are

mentioned in Table 4.3.

CE{APTER FTVE

Fig. 5.1: (a) Geometry of the square ring antenna on an infinite ground plane,

and its (b) return loss plot and (c) current distribution. The antenna

parameters ate'. L1 = 35 mm, Lz = 17 .5 mm, W = 8.75 mm. Substrate

parameters: E, = 2.5, h = I.57 mm, and taná= 0.0019. Probe position:

Xr= -10.5 mm, Íp= 0 mm.

F'ig. 5.2: Radiation patterns of the square ring antenna at f,, = 2.082 GHz. The

antenna parameters are given in the caption of Fig. 5.1.
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Fig. 5.3: (a) Geometry of the loaded square ring antenna on an inf,nite ground

plane with a vertical gap, (b) its return loss plot, and current

distributions of the antenna at (c), f Lt , (d) f,,, (e) f ,r. The antenna

parameters ate: L1= 35 mm, Lz = 17 .5 mm, W = 8.75 mm. Gap size, g

= 1 mm. Substrate paramsters: €, = 2.5, h = 1.57 mm, and tanâ =

0.0019. Probe position:X¡= -10.5 mm, Yp- 2.5 mm.

Fig. 5.4: Radiation patterns of the loaded square ring antenna with a vertical gap

atfu = I.043 GHz. The antenna parameters are given in the caption of

Fig. 5.3.

Fig. 5.5: Radiation patterns of the loaded square ring antenna with a vertical gap

af f,, = 2.086 GHz. The antenna parameters are given in the caption of

Fig. 5.3.

Fig. 5.6: Radiation patterns of the loaded square ring antenna with a vertical gap

at fn = 3.0 GHz. The antenna parameters are given in the caption of

Fig. 5.3.

Fig. 5.7: (a) Geometry of the loaded square ring antenna on an infinite ground

plane with a horizontal gap, current distributions of the antenna at (b),

f r,, (d) f,,, (e) f r, and (e) its return loss plot. The antenna

parameters are'. L1= 35 mm, Lz= 17.5 mm, VØ= 8.75 mm. Gap size, g

= 1 mm. Substrate parameters: €, = 2.5, h = 1.57 mm, and tanâ =

0.0019. Probe position: Xr= -10.5 mm, Y¡= 2.5 mm. 82
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Fig. 5.8: Radiation patterns of the loaded square ring antenna with a horizontal

gap at fr, = I.043 GHz. The antenna parameters are given in the

caption of Fig. 5.7.

Fig. 5.9: Radiation patterns of the loaded square ring antenna with a horizontal

gap at f,, = 2.086 GHz. The antenna parameters are given in the

caption of Fig. 5.7. 83

Fig. 5.10: Radiation patterns of the loaded square ring antenna with a horizontal

gap atf¡2 = 3.0 GHz. The antenna parameters are given in the caption

of Fig. 5.7.

Fig. 5.11: The effects of different probe locations on the impedance of the

loaded mode frequency f, of the square ring antenna in Fig. 5.7(a):

(a) varying Y¡ with X¡ = -10.5 mm. (b) varying X¡ with Yp= 2.5 mm.

The antenna parameters are'. L¡ = 35 mm, Lz= 17.5 mm, I4l= 8.75 mm.

Gap size, I = 1 mm. Substrate parameters: €, = 2.5, h = 1.57 mm, and

Tan6= 0.0019.

Fig. 5.L2: The effects of varying tr on the frequency of the loaded square ring

antenna in Fig. 5.1(a). The antenna parameters are the same as in the

caption of Fig.5.11. 87

83

Fig. 5.13: The effects of varying /z on the loaded and unloaded mode frequencies

of the loaded square ring antenna in Fig. 5.7(a). The antenna

parameters are the same as in the caption of Fig. 5.1 1. 88

84

86
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Fig. 5.14: Current distributions, at f ,r, of the loaded square ring antenna in Fig.

5.7(a) for (a) h = 0.8 mm and (b) h = 10 mm. The antenna parameters

are the same as in the caption of Fig. 5.11.

Fig. 5.15: The effects of varying width (IÐ on the return loss of the loaded

square ring antenna in Fig. 5.7(a). The antenna parameters are: L7 = lJ

mm, Gap size, g = 1 mm, substrate parameters: €, = 2.5, h = 1.57 mm,

and tanâ= 0.0019. Probe location: Xr = 10.5 mm, I¡ = 2.5 mm.

Fig. 5.16: The effects of varying g on the return loss of the loaded square ring

antenna in Fig. 5.7(a), with L2= 17.5 mm. Other antenna parameters

are the same as in the caption of Fig. 5.15.

Fig. 5.17: Return loss plot of the gap-loaded annular ring antenna on an infinite

ground plane, with its geometry. The antenna parameters are: inner

diameter = 12 mm, outer diameter = 2I mm, probe position: Xr,= -15.5

mm, I¡= 2 mm, Foam substrate thickness = 0.8 mm.

Fig. 5.18: The simulated and measured return losses of the gap-loaded square

ring antenna in Fig. 5.7(a). Antenna parameters are'. L¡ = 35 mm, Lz=

17 mm, W=9 mm, foam thickness, h=10 mm, gap, g=2mm,

probe location: Xp= L2.5 mm, l¡- 1.5 mm.

Fig. 5.19: Simulated and measured return loss plots of the square ring antenna

loaded with a horizontal gap at loaded mode frequency, .f¡¡ = 1.64

GHz. The antenna parameters are (in mm): t¡ = 34, Lz = 17.1, W =

8.45, g = 2. Foam substrate thickness, h = 10.
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Fig. 5.20: (a) simulated and (b) measured gain patterns in the Ø= 0o plane of the

square ring antenna loaded with a horizontal gap at loaded mode

frequency, /¿ t = 1.64 GHz. The antenna parameters are the same as in

caption of Fig.5.19.

Fig. 5.2L: (a) simulated and (b) measured gain patterns in the þ = 90o plane of

the square ring antenna, loaded with a horizontal gap, at loaded mode

frequency, /¿ t = 1.64 GHz. The antenna parameters are the same as in

caption of Fig.5.19. 98

Fig. 5.22: Modified open square ring antenna geometries: antennas # (a) and (b)

are from 123,241. For antenna # (c), a=Zmm. 100

Fig. 5.23: Return losses of the modified open square ring antennas rnFig. 5.22. 101

Fig. 5.24: Gain patterns in two principal planes of the modified open square ring

antenna [Antenna # (a), Fig. 5.22(a)1.

Fig. 5.25: Gain patterns in two principal planes of the modified open square ring

antenna [Antenna # (a), Fig. 5.22(b)1.

Fig. 5.26: Gain patterns in two principal planes of the modified open square ring

antenna [Antenna # (a), Fig. 5.22(c)1. ljz

98

CETAPTER SXX

Fig. 6.L: Current distributions on the square ring antennas with wide and narrow

strip widths, at their resonance frequencies.

Fig. 6.2: Planar lossy material with plane wave incidence.
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Fig. 6.3: Power loss vs. frequency for the lossy material in Fig. 6.2 for thickness

ofa=200¡rm.

Fig. 6.4: Planar conductor with alternating laminating material with normal

plane wave incidence: three layers.

Fig. 6.5: Planar conductor with alternating laminating material with normal

plane wave incidence: 'rz' number of layers.

Fig. 6.6: Loss reduction due to the use of multiple laminated conductors instead

of a single conducting layer, with t,=20 pm. Skin depth at 1 GHz is

50.3 pm fot o,,, = 105.

Fig. 6.7: Loss reduction due to the use of many laminated conductor layers with

smaller thickness of each layer'. o,,, = 103, / = 1 mm . Skin depth at 1

GHz is 503 pm foÍ o,,, = 103. 122

Fig. 6.8: Loss reduction due to the use of many laminated conductor layers with

smaller thickness of each layer. a,,, = 10t, / = 100 pm. Skin depth at 1

GHz is 50.3 ¡rm foÍ õ,, = 105.

Fig. 6.9: Loss reduction due to the use of many laminated conductor layers with

smaller thickness of each layer'. õ,, = 10t, / = 300 pm. Skin depth at 1

GHz is 50.3 ¡rm for o,n = 105.

111
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F'ig. 6.10: Geometry of the square-ring antenna on foam substrate: (a) top view,

(b) side view. Antenna parameters'. L1- 60 mm, W = 5 mm, L2= 50, h

=1mm.
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Fig. 6.11: Side view of a square ring antenna on a foam substrate, (a) with a
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Fig. 6.20: Variations of the gain, at 2.185 GHz in the Q = 0o plane, of the ring

antenna for multiple laminated conductor layers, with perfect electric

conductor (PEC) and copper conductor: t, = 0.5 þm. (a) 2 layers, (c) 3

layers and (e) 4 layers showing ohmic losses, and (b) 2 layers, (d) 3

layers and (f) 4 layers, with copper losses added to the gain.

Fig. 6.21: Variation on the return loss of the modified loaded square ring
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different laminating dielectric material thickness, t¡. t, = l.

Fig. 6.22: Variation on the gain of the modified loaded square ring antenna with

multiple laminated conductor layers, in Fig. 6.17, with different

laminating dielectric material thickness, t¡. €, = L

Fig, 6.23: Variation on the return loss of the modified loaded square ring

antenna with multiple laminated conductor layers, in Fig. 6.17, with

different laminating dielectric materials (varying €,). tL = 100 ¡,tm.

Fig. 6.24: Variation on the gains of the modified loaded square ring antenna

with multiple laminated conductor layers, in Fig. 6.17, with different

laminating dielectric materials (t,).h = 100 pm.

Fig. 6.25: Simulated return loss plots of the modified loaded square ring antenna

with multiple laminated conductor layers, in Fig. 6.17, with

RT/Duroid 5880 as the laminating dielectric: thickness = 254 ltm,

relative permittivity = 2.2, and tan õ = 0.0009.
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Fig. 6.26: Simulated gain patterns of the modified loaded square ring antenna

with multiple laminated conductor layers, in Fig. 6.17, with

RT/Duroid 5880 as the laminating dielectric: thickness = 254 ltm,

relative permittivity =2.2, and tan6= 0.0009' 140

Fig. 6.27: Measured return losses of the modified loaded square ring antenna

with multiple laminated conductor layers, in Fig. 6.17, with

RT/Duroid 5880 as the laminating dielectric: thickness = 254 Pm,

relative permittivity = 2.2, and tan6= 0.0009. l4l

Fig. 6.28: Measured gain patterns of the modified loaded square ring antenna

with multiple laminated conductor layers, in Fig. 6.17, with

RT/Duroid 5880 as the laminating dielectric: thickness = 254 ltm,

relative permittivity = 2.2, and tan6= 0.0009. l4I
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CHAPTER. OII{E

trntroduction

l.tr Motivation

Antennas are used in many applications such as wireless systems, mobile and

satellite communications, microwave imaging and other biomedical applications, or

remote sensing. Microstrip antennas are one of many antenna types, and are widely used

in most applications, and therefore, have attracted the attention of researchers in industry

and academia for the past few decades. Their most common shapes are rectangle, circle,

and triangle. Besides these shapes, numerous geometries are possible that can also be

chosen. However, microstrip antennas with common geometric shapes are easy to

analyze mathematically, and their performances as antennas, such as, input impedance,

radiation patterns and polarizations, can be predicted almost precisely. One reason for

their popularity is small size.

The drastic size reduction of integrated circuits and other electronic components

has enabled the design of miniaturized communication hardware, especially small mobile

or hand-held units [1]. However, antenna engineers and researchers are still challenged

with this trend of miniaturization. Though microstrip antennas are considered low profile,

lightweight, low-cost, and compact f2, 31, their conventional geometries progressively

appear somewhat large for modern small-sized wireless units [4]. In order to employ



microstrip antennas in miniaturized wireless units, researchers have applied the concept

of small antennas and other innovative ideas. Perhaps the first variation of a square patch

antenna is a square ring antenna, which has evolved from the square patch by removing a

central metal portion from it. This resulting geometry is definitely a miniaturized version

of the typical square patch antenna, since it will resonate at a frequency lower than the

typical half-wavelength square patch antenna [5]. The square ring antenna is the topic of

this thesis.

The square ring antenna was previously studied by Pedram and Shafai [5], and

has been an attractive subject of research for the past decade. Its general properties and

applications have been well documented in the literature, and will be discussed as the

background study in the second chapter of this thesis. In an effort to better understand

square ring antennas, a new study is carried out in this thesis. It provides new information

on different aspects of these antennas like bandwidth, polarization, miniaturization, and

gain enhancement.

1,.2 Objective of the research

The main objectives of this research are two fold. First, to investigate microstrip

square ring antennas beyond the research conducted so far, in order to contribute new

knowledge and understanding of these antennas. Second, to enhance the performance of

miniaturized versions of microstrip square ring antennas.



The microstrip square ring antenna is a miniaturized antonna, the resonant

wavelength of which is approximately equal to the average circumferential ring length.

Therefore, a ).14 x ).14 microstrip antenna may be obtained with a square ring antenna [5,

61. Removal of the central portion from the antenna creates a slot on the patch that

lengthens the current flow path, which, in turn, lowers its resonance frequency. The

resonant modes in a square ring antenna are TM^no and its lowest order mode is TMn

mode [7]. Its resonance frequency, due to the lowest order mode, can be made much

lower by increasing the perforation, or in other words, by having n¿urow strip width. i.e.

the narrower the width of the ring is, the more miniaturized the antenna is. However,

when the width of the ring is narrow, a square ring microstrip antenna has a high input

impedance, thersfore, it is difficult to match to a 50-Q input circuit. Now, the

performance of any antenna is evaluated based on its impedance bandwidth, radiation

resistance, gain and efficiency, etc., and miniaturized antennas inherently are associated

with several problems, such as narrow impedance bandwidth, poor radiation resistance,

low gain and efficiency, and high cross-polarization. However, unlike other miniaturized

antennas, square ring antennas, as long as thefu width is within certain limit, do not have

significant loss in gain. Nevertheless, they suffer from narrow impedance bandwidth

similar to other miniaturized antennas.

In order to overcome the problem of narrow impedance bandwidth of the square

ring antenna, a stacked-resonator concept is used in [5] to generate double-tuned

resonance configuration [8-13], and wideband performance is achieved successfully.

First, a combination of square ring and square patch is considered, where the square ring

is fed by a 50 Ç) probe, and the square patch is parasitically excited. In another attempt,
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square rings are used as both parasitic and driven resonators, and again, good impedance

matching and wide impedance bandwidth have been achieved. The polarization of the

square ring antennas studied in [5] is linear.

Circular polarization (CP) using a stacked-ring configuration, with a single feed,

has not been attempted yet, which motivates the author to conduct research on stacked

square ring antennas for CP. It is necessary to mention here that circularly polarized

antennas are more suitable in mobile and satellite communications because of their

inherent capabilities of reduced multi-path fading, improved coverage and fixed

polarization [14, 15]. Developing methods to obtain circular polarization (CP) from

microstrip antennas became very popular in the last few decades. Axial ratio (AR) is the

measure of the purity of CP, and the frequency band where the axial ratio is below 3-dB

is normally accepted as the axial ratio bandwidth. It is always desired that the impedance

bandwidth is significantly greater than the axial ratio bandwidth to ensure the

unintemrpted CP radiation. For a singly-fed microstrip antenna, the axial ratio bandwidth

is very narrow. When small antennas are used for the CP purpose, it has been observed

that their 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth is even nanower. For example, CP from probe-fed

single-layer microstrip square ring antennas has been obtained by truncating diagonal

corners U6,l7l, by feeding the ring diagonally [7] and using crossed strips [18], but the

axial ratio bandwidths are even narrower in these miniaturized single-feed cases,

compared to regular patch antennas.

Again, for some mobile and satellite communication applications, such as global

positioning system (GPS), the required coverage zone is very broad and is about the
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entire upper hemisphere. In such cases, the antenna must have a broad coverage for CP.

This is difficult with microstrip antennas, as their axial ratio beamwidth is normally

narrow, and is restricted around the antenna boresight. These issues of circular

polarization are addressed in the study of stacked square ring antennas in this thesis.

Like a typical stacked microstrip antenna, stacked square ring antennas can also

be operated as a dual-band antenna, by selecting the dimensions of the parasitic and

driven ring such that each ring operates at two distinct frequencies. However, it has the

advantage of accommodating more rings or patches inside driven and parasitic rings that

regular stacked microstrip antsnnas do not have. In the case of annular ring antennas, two

additional concentric rings are used in the same layer mainly to increase its bandwidth

using the resulting new resonant bands t191. A similar attempt has been made for a

triangular ring antenna 1201. In both cases, rings are electromagnetically fed by a

transmission line on a different layer. In this thesis, in addition to two rings in the stacked

configuration, a third ring is placed concentrically with the parasitic ring to obtain tri-

band operation. In general, challenges and problems to excite this additional ring, along

with the original stacked square rings, are discussed.

Multi-frequency operation can be obtained from a single layer square ring antenna

when it is loaded with a narrow gap or slit. This phenomenon is discussed in detail in this

thesis. Originally ring resonators were loaded with stub, notch or slit to overcome its

typical problems of high input impedance for narrow width [6], to increase its bandwidth

[21], or to reduce the cross-polarization level at its dominant mode 1221. However, an

asymmetric gap loading excites multiple resonances, which are analyzed rìgorously in
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this thesis. One of the resonances in this case is much lower than the lowest mode

frequency of a typical square ring antenna, which indicates a dramatic size reduction of

the antenna. In fact, an even further miniaturized antenna size can be found, when the

remaining slot of the gap-loaded square ring antenna is modified 123,241. Apparently,

one can have much smaller antenna, but the high price one has to pay is in gain and

efficiency reduction. In these small microstrip antennas, due to a higher concentration of

curents, the ohmic losses are too high, consequently the gain is very low.

In order to enhance the gain of the miniaturized antennas mentioned above, a

novel technique is developed, where the conductor of the square ring antennas is formed

by depositing multiple conductor layers separated by dielectric lamination, having

thickness smaller or of the order of the skin depth of the conductor. The idea of using

multiple laminated conductor layers for the center conductor of the coaxial cable was first

presented in 19511251, and the same technique was discussed for the transmission line in

[26], mainly to reduce the skin effect losses. In this thesis, it has been shown using

analytical solutions that, for a stacked laminated conductor system, power lost in the

conductor is less when the laminating dielectric layers are introduced with the metal

conductor. The concept is used for enhancing the gain of several miniaturized antennas

having poor gain.



1,.3 Organization of the thesis

As mentioned earlier, the thesis deals with square ring antennas. Unfortunately, a

probe-fed square ring antenna has no practical use, when its width is narrow. Therefore,

applying innovative techniques to improve its characteristics is obvious. A brief

discussion abóut microstrip square ring antennas is already presented in this chapter.

More background review is provided in chapter two, especially on the feeding

mechanism of high-impedance square ring antennas. In addition to that, antenna

miniaturization, along with associated problems of miniaturization, will be discussed in

brief. For the convenience of the reader, important terms related to antennas and used in

this thesis are defined and discussed in Appendix A.

Chapter three provides a detailed study of the singly-fed microstrip square ring

antenna, where broadband circular polarization radiation performance has been achieved

using stacked square rings with positive or negative corner perturbations. Different

perturbation schemes have been discussed, one of which is a novel approach using a

combination of positive and negative perturbations 127, 281. For this case, the capability

of providing wide angular coverage is described [29].

Chapter four discusses multi-frequency operation using stacked square rings,

where an additional ring is accommodated inside the parasitic ring [30]. Narrow width of

the rings is used in order to fit the third ring, which leads to feeding problem. Capacitive

feeding is proposed in this situation, allowing a namow strip width.



Chapter five deals with loaded microstrip square ring antenna for its multi-band,

polarization and antenna miniaturization performance. Further miniaturized antennas are

presented, obtained by modifying the ring slot. Because of miniaturizatíon, severe gain

and efficiency losses are noticed and explained briefly.

In chapter six, more analysis is carried out to understand the reason for gain and

efficiency drop for several miniaturized antennas. The concept of multi-layered laminated

conductor is introduced to address the problem ofreduced gain. To establish the concept,

a multi-layered laminated planar conductor is analyzed. Experimental results ate

presented to prove the concept.

Finally, the research is summarized in chapter seven. This chapter also concludes

the thesis with recommendations and directions for future work.



CHAFTER TWO

Background Study: Antenna Miniaturization and Microstrip

Ring Antennas

2.1 Introduction

Since the size of electronic components has been reduced significantly in recent

years, the need for miniaturized and low profile antennas has increased in communication

systems and other wireless applications. Consequently, in the recent past, there has been

extensive research on miniaturization of antennas, which is a challenging task, as it leads

to reduced impedance bandwidth and gain, high reactance, and higher cross-polarization.

In this chapter, first different miniaturization techniques are revìewed, and their effects on

the antenna performance are briefly discussed. Then, microstrip ring antennas, which are

a type of miniaturized antennas, are discussed in greater detail. The feeding mechanism

and loading of ring resonators are also reviewed.

2.2 Antenna miniaturization techniques

For efficient radiation, the length of a

be half a wavelength or larger according to

linear antenna like dipole or patch should

the physics of electromagnetic wave. For



certain applications, half-wavelength antennas are considered to be large. Therefore, in

recent years, there has been increasing research to miniaturize antennas. Several

techniques to miniaturize antennas are available in the literature. These can be

generalized in the following:

2.2.I Loading with lumped elements :

Miniaturized antennas have strong reactive input impedance, which can be

compensated for by loading with resistive (R) or reactive (L or Q components, or by

adding conductive parts as shown in Fig. 2.1.It is the simplest method to make antennas

smaller than a resonant length, still keeping resonant behaviors. However, if the lumped

element has losses, the efficiency of the antenna will decrease. On the other hand, if the

loss is less, the quality factor will increase resulting in a reduction in the bandwidth [4].

Fig. 2.1: Loading techniques: (a) inductive, (b) capacitive (c) conductive.

(a)

2.2.2 Loading with dielectric material

Loading with a dielectric material, to reduce the antenna size, is another simple

method. Previously, its use was limited by the availability of appropriate substrates and

their cost. With the advancement of substrate technology, very high permittivity (e, > 40)
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and low-loss substrates are available now. Since the wavelength is smaller in a high

permittivity substrate, the antenna size reduces when loaded with such substrates, as

indicated in Fig. 2.2 l4l. However, in high permittivity materials, the electric fields are

trapped inside the substrate making radiation more difficult, which in turn enhances the

quality factor because of increased stored energy. As a result, the bandwidth decreases.

The gain is also affected due to the size reduction and high dielectric losses. e"¿is defined

in Appendix A.

Fig. 2.2: (a) Monopole, and (b) dielectric loaded monopole. /z is the height of the

monopole, )," is the free space wavelength, t, and €¿¡ ãÍc the relative and

effective dielectric constant of the substrate material, respectively.

(a)

2.2.3 Using short circuits

For antenna miniaturization, this is the most popular technique. In the case of a

half-wavelength dipole, its length can be halved by replacing one dipole arm by a ground

plane, which acts like a mirror and creates an image of the existing half-dipole arm [4].

The antenna still remains resonant at the same frequency, but its size reduces by half. In

the case of rectangular microstrip antennas, miniaturization can be obtained by placing a

short circuit at the center where electric field is zero for the fundamentalTMrc mode [2],

11
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without affecting its resonant frequency, as shown Fig. 2.3. Thus, at a given operating

frequency, the patch dimensions can be significantly reduced 13,41. The shorted quarter-

wave patch has lower gain and efficiency, as the radiating element is smaller in size. It

has a high input impedance at its radiating edge, and as such, is difficult to feed via a

microstrip line. Also, it has a narrower impedance bandwidth. As the substrate is cut to

place the short circuit plate, this antenna becomes mechanically weak. Instead of using a

complete shorting wall, partial short is also used, which provides further miniaturization,

because the effective current flow path becomes longer [1].

Shoring pins can also be used as an alternative to shorting walls, which is

convenient from fabrication point of view. The important features of using shorting pins

are well documented in references [31-33]. It has been found that the use of a very small

number of shoring pins, instead of a complete short circuit, reduces the size of the

quarter-wavelength antsnna considerably, without affecting its performance. In fact, the

maximum reduction in physical size can be achieved with only a single shoring post. This

is due to the fact that the current tends to move diagonally, increasing the path length.

However, the cross-polarization increases significantly because of the shoring pin.

Fig. 2.3: (a) A half-wavelength microstrip antenna, and (b) a shorted microstrip antenna:

),o is the free space wavelength, and t, and e * are the relative and effective

dielectric constant of the substrate material, respectively.

12
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2.2.4 Modifying antenna geometry

The most widely used technique, by means of which many designs have been

proposed, is based on modifying the antenna geometry and shape. The idea here is to

meander the surface current, so that the current flow path becomes longer, resulting in a

reduction in the resonant frequency, which represents a reduction in the antenna size. A

good example of the antenna geometry modification is the inverted-L antenna, which was

derived from the monopole by bending its wire. When a short circuit is added to the

inverted-L antenna, the inverted-F antenna is found [4]. These modifications are shown in

Fie.2.4(a-c).

The above idea is extended to the microstrip antenna to reduce its size, where

slots are inserted into the microstrip patch to force the surface currents (/,) to meander,

thus the effective current flow path length gets longer, and the antenna size is reduced.

One example is given in Fig. 2.5.

Fig.2.4: (a) The monopole antenna, length: L4.J4, (b) the

L1+L2i"oft, and (c) the inverted-F antenna, length

space wavelength.
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L

Substrate (s.)

FÍg. 2.5: Current flow path on (a) a microstrip patch antenna, and (b) a patch antenna

with H-shaped slot. €, and €eJï aÍe the relative and effective dielectric constant

of the substrate material, respectively.

,L,N

L,<L

[= 4
2JÇ

In the case of microstrip antennas, for a fixed ground plane size, the antenna

metalization area can be reduced by modifying antenna geometry. This will provide more

space for electronic circuitry to be needed for practical applications. Later in this thesis,

miniaturized microstrip antennas are to be considered as small metalization area of the

patch conductors.

t,

Substrate (¿. )

L,<
)"o,6

2.3 Major disadvantages of rniniaturized antennas

The problems associated with miniaturized antennas, as discussed earlier, can be

explained by refening to the fundamental limits of small antennas. These limits are
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completely related to the minimum quality factor (Q) of the small antennas. Therefore,

we first look at the generally accepted definition of the antenna quality factor, Q ßal:

where a¡=2nf is the frequency, w" and f1,,, are the time-averaged stored electric and

magnetic energy respectively, P,,,0 is the total radiated power of the antenna, and P,o", is

the power loss due to resistive and dielectric losses.

Wheeler was the first to draw the attention to the fundamental limits of 'small

antennas' in 1947 [35, 36]. He introduced the term 'radiansphere', which is a spherical

volume of radius 2l2n enclosing the antenna, and defined the small antenna as one

occupying a small fraction of a radiansphere in space. He also used the term 'radiation

power factor', which expresses the radiation from a small antenna taking a much larger

volume of the reactive power, and related this to the bandwidth and efficiency of the

small antenna 137). Chu then generalized the concept of small antennas in [38] where he

considered a spherical volume enclosing the antenna, as shown in Fig. 2.6, and gave an

approximate expression for the Q of a linearly polarized lossless omni-directional

antenna:

(2.r)

8=

where k is the wave number and a is the radius of the

antenna. All other researchers later considered a spherical

to determine their fundamental limits [39].

r+z(ka)'z

Gæ;F;@"¡I
(2.2)

smallest sphere enclosing the

boundary to enclose antennas
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Enclosing
sphere

Fig.2.6: Imaginary spherical boundary fully enclosing the antenna.

Harrington extended the idea to include the losses of the

gain of the antenna with the smallest possible volume enclosing

the following equation [40]:

6 = (ka)2 +2ka

Antenna

Mclean re-examined

derived the exact expression

_11ll =- L-
(ka)' ka

For a circularly polarized small antenna, the Q has the form [34]:

- 1[ 1, 2fo=11 ' = + - |2l(ka)' ko l
It is well known that the fractional bandwidth of an antenna is:

the expression for B introduced by

for a linearly polarized antenna with

antenna, and related the

the antenna, as given by

Chu-Harrington, and

a lowest order single

(2.3)

t6

(2.4)

(2.s)



6ry=fr-f, =Lf =1fofoO

where fLand fu are the lower and upper frequencies of the frequency band of the

antenna. The relationship of bandwidth and Q is based on the half-power bandwidth. The

bandwidth based on voltage standing wave ratio (VSI4/R) < 2 is given by

fr-f, L"f ystvR-l

.fo .fo AJvswR

Note that the bandwidth based on ySI4/R < 2 is about 78Vo of the half-power bandwidth

[10]. Moreover, VSWR = 2 refers to a return loss (RL) of about 9.54 dB, and thus,

sometimes impedance bandwidth is defined in terms of 10-dB return loss value. The

relationship between VSWR and return loss is given by [41] :

vswR=Ð es)
^1ru-t

lnterested readers can find different methods for evaluating antenna Q in ïa2-a71.

Based on the above discussion, we can easily notice the practical limits of the

performance properties of miniaturized antennas and the reasons behind the major

disadvantages associated with them as explained below.

(2.6)

Effect on gain: Equation (2.3) gives a practical upper limit for the gain of a small

antenna, while still having a reasonable bandwidth. So, a very small antenna is not

practical if an appreciable gain is needed.

(2.7)

Effect on efficiency: A miniaturized antenna will show a higher concentration of surface

currents toward one point. Thus, ohmic losses will be enhanced, and consequently the

efficiency of the antenna will decrease.

t]



Effect on bandwidth: The quality factor, Q, of a small antenna can be determined from

the size of the antenna, using equations (2.4) and (2.5). On the other hand, equation (2.6)

shows the inverse relationship between frequency bandwidth and Q. Thus, the more

miniaturized the antenna is, the less the impedance bandwidth will be.

Effect on polarization purity: In many cases, miniaturization of an antenna

affects the polarization purity. As mentioned earlier, in small antennas the concentration

of the surface cuffent is higher toward one point, which leads to cross-polarization

radiation.

Feed problem: In the case of small antennas, sometimes it is difficult to correctly feed

them. From manufacturing point of view, small antennas are complicated to feed

properly.

2.4 Microstrip ring antennas

Ring antennas are derived from regular patch antennas, using the miniaturization

technique of modifying antenna geometry, discussed in Section 2.2.4.ln ring resonators,

the current flow path is longer because of the removal of the central metal portion, which

indicates miniaturization of antennas. Microstrip ring antennas can be of many shapes,

e.g. square, circular, triangular etc., as shown in Fig. 2.7. They are, in fact, electrically

and geometrically intermediate configurations between printed patches and printed loops,

as indicated in Fig. 2.8. A microstrip ring antenna is significantly smaller than a regular
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patch antenna. Its smallness is dependent on the width of the ring. On the other hand, its

input impedance is also dependent on the width too. Since it is a miniaturized antenna, its

bandwidth is narrower compared to a regular patch antenna.

Fig. 2,7: (a) Square, (b) annular, and (c) triangular ring antennas derived from regular-

shaped patch antennas.

(a)

Printed loop

(b)

bstrate (e.)

Printed ring

/ =jLo

Fig. 2.8: Geometry of a (a) square loop, (b) square ring and (c) regular square patch.

7 -4/Lq =-È is the wavelength in the dielectric, and e, and e* are the relative
" IcIt'"Íl

and effective dielectric constant of the substrate material, respectively.
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As a first ring resonator, the microstrip annular ring was proposed. Analysis of

annular ring resonators is an old research topic, and several analysis methods are

available in the literature [48-50]. The triangular ring antenna is not very popular and

discussed in [20]. A rectangular ring antenna is analyzed using segmentation technique

and cavity model in t511. Characteristics of micrsotrip square ring antennas are

extensively studied in [5]. Since, this thesis deals with the square ring antenna, more

discussion is provided on it, rather than circular and triangular rings.

The width of the ring can be found from the geometry of the square ring antenna

shown in Fig. 2.8(b):

w =(\-4)t2

where I. and I. arc the outer and inner lengths of the square ring antenna, respectively.

Then, the average circumferential length of the square ring antenna, denoted by Ln,,r, can

be expressed as:

In general, Ln,,, of the ring is equal to the wavelength in the dielectric used for the

antenna. Thus, the resonance frequency for the dominant mode of the square ring antenna

can be found from the following equation:

Ln,s:(r.+w)x+

l,=

where e* is the effective permittivity of the microstrip structure.

L.", Jeu

Narrow strip width of the square

compactness. However, when the width is

(2.e)

(2.10)

ring antenna is desired in order to have

nanow, its input impedance becomes few

(2.rr)
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thousands ohms. It has been found in [5] that the

order to be able to use 50-ç¿ SMA probe to excite the square ring. This miniaturized

antenna has narrow impedance bandwidth as well. A straightforward approach to use

probe-feed and obtain wider impedance bandwidth is to use stacked ring resonators [5].

If I" I Lr> 0.4, i.e. the width of the strip is narrow, probe-feed becomes

impractical because of high input impedance of the ring antenna. In this case, capacitive

feeding f22, 52,531 can be used, or the ring can be loaded with stub or gap 16,2ll.In the

case of capacitive feeding, a metal strip is placed in close proximity of the ring, which is

excited. Energy is coupled to the ring from the strip and excites the ring. The width of the

feeding strip is not that important for impedance matching, rather its length and

separation are responsible for the input reactance at the feed. Stub loading also improves

the impedance matching, and increases the bandwidth. However, both these techniques

contribute to higher cross-polarization because several other modes are excited.

Interestingly, for regular square ring antennas, the gain loss is not that significant, even

though it's a miniaturized antenna. However, when smaller antennas are attempted by

modifying square ring antennas, significant drop in the gain is noticed [23].

ratio I. / I" has to be less than 0.4 in

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, the main disadvantages of miniaturized antennas were discussed

which were governed by the fundamental limits of small antennas. The quality facTor, Q,

of the antenna was affected when different miniaturization techniques were applied, and
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consequently the electrical performance of the antenna deteriorated. It is of utmost

importance to obtain small antennas alleviating these disadvantages. Microstrip ring

antennas are miniaturized antennas, obtained by modifying the geometry of regular patch

antennas. Single-feed single-layer square ring antennas cannot be used efficiently when

the strip width of the ring is n¿urow, because they come with typical problems of

miniaturized antennas, Such âS, nalrow impedance bandwidth, and high cross-

polarization. To achieve wider bandwidths, stacked rings are used. Since, the stacked ring

configuration with a single feed has not been studied yet for circular polarization, it will

be discussed in the next chapter. Later in the thesis, other variations of square ring

antennas on single and dual layers are discussed with a view to overcome the typical

problems of such miniaturized antennas.
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CTIAPTER THREE

Stacked Square Ring Antennas for Wideband Circular

Polarization

3.L Introduction

In this chapter, we present a broadband single probe-fed square ring antenna for

circular polarization (CP) using stacked rings, where CP is obtained with corner

perturbation. The perturbation can be of the form of cutting diagonal corners, called

negative perturbation, or adding metal stubs to the diagonal corners, known as positive

perturbation [3]. Several perturbation schemes, namely positive perturbation, negative

perturbation or hybrid perturbation (a combination of positive and negative

perturbations), are presented for this dual-layer square ring antenna (DLSRA). ln order to

achieve wider axial ratio (AR) bandwidth compared to a singly-fed single-layer square

ring antenna, a systematic design approach is followed as presented in [54]. The problem

of narrow axial ratio beamwidth is addressed with hybrid perturbation scheme. The

effects of finite ground plane on the CP performance of this small antenna are also

discussed.
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3.2 Circular polarizationfrom DI-SRA wÍth corner perturbation

If only one probe-feed is to be used for the square ring antenna, then to generate

CP, either nearly square rings can be used, or the geometry of the ring has to be

perturbed, or the ring has to be fed diagonally 12,31. We chose the perturbation technique

to obtain CP from stacked square ring antennas. First, we will discuss the wideband

performance of stacked square rings.

3.2.1 Microstrip dual layer square-ring antenna (DLSRA)

The stacked square ring antenna is shown in Fig. 3.1. The substrate for the driven

ring has a dielectric constant (e,) of 3.2 and thickness (ht) of 1.6 mm. A dual-layer

square ring antenna on this substrate has an impedance bandwidth of 88 MHz (1532 to

1620 MHz), or 5.6Vo, for the design frequency of 1.575 GHz, with Lt = 59 mm, L2/L1 =

0.67, Ls = 47 mm, L4/h = 0.32, probe-position: (Xr, Yp) = (21 mm, 0 mm). These

parameters are defined in Fig. 3.2. Since the width of the parasitic ring is narrow, the

separation between the driven and parasitic ring is selected judicially (hz = 8 mm) to

achieve good impedance match. The foam, which has relative permittivity approximately

equal to air, is used between the two rings. It can be shown from the dimensions of the

antenna that the average circumferential length of each ring is about one-wavelength on

the respective substrate.
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Fig. 3.1: (a) 3-D view and (b) side view of the dual-layer square-ring antenna (DLSRA),

and (c) its return loss.
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3.2.2Effect of perturbing either parasitic or driven ring

The above-mentioned antenna will transmit or receive linearly polarized signals.

Owing to two resonators, two resonances are observed for the DLSRA antenna based on

minimum Si7 value: the first resonance al 1.545 GHz due to the parasitic ring, and the

second resonance at 1.6125 GHz for the driven ring. As mentioned in [7], the resonant

modes in square ring antenna are TM^ns, ând to generate CP in DLSRA, two degenerate

1.625 1.65
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modes with orthogonal polarization, TMrc and TM6, are to be excited. This can be done

by perturbing diagonal corners of the square ring. In this case, perturbation is applied by

cutting equal parts from the diagonal corners of the parasitic or driven ring, as shown in

Fig. 3.2. As the parasitic ring is responsible for the first resonance, when corner

truncation is applied to that ring, good CP can be obtained around this frequency, as can

be seen in the axial ratio plot in Fig. 3.3. With corner truncation, pc= 11.5 mm, the axial

ratio at I.524 GHz is 0.25 dB with 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth (BW) of 11.5 MHz

(I5I7.5 to 1529 MHz). However, the second resonance suffers from bad axial ratio. The

perturbation on the parasitic ring also disturbs the return loss of the antenna, and as such

impedance bandwidth goes down, as mentioned in Table 3.1.

Typically, a single square patch antenna with corner truncation, on the same

substrate, operating at 1.575 GHz, has a 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth (AR BW) of

approximately 6 MHz (0.4Vo), with right-hand circular polarization (RHCP) ga\n at I.575

GHz of 6.19 dBic, which can be easily demonstrated by simulation. Apparently, the

DLSRA antenna shows wider axial ratio bandwidth, however, not around 1.575 GHz,

which is the desired operating frequency. Again, if only two diagonal corners of the

driven ring are cut, good CP can be achieved near the second resonance, as can be seen in

Fig. 3.3. In this case, the first resonance has high axial ratio value. In both cases, the axial

ratio at 1.575 GHz is much higher.
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Table 3.L: DLSRA CP performance, obtained using corner perturbation in either driven

or parasitic ring

Parasitic

ring cut

(mm)

Driven

ring cut

(mm)

P"= O

10-dB return

loss BW

(MHz)

Pr= lI'5

Q"=0

Axial ratio (AR) at

0= 0o

Pc= 0

1532-1620 = 88

Qr=0

f¡n(MHz)

4, = 5'5

1493-1555 = 62

3.2.3 Broadband CP performance from the DI-SRA by negative perturbation

1623.5-t650.5

-)1

AR (dB)

3-dB axial

ratio

BW (MHz)

In [54], a systematic design procedure is demonstrated to obtain broadband CP

performance from stacked patch antennas, where perturbation is introduced in both

parasitic and driven patches. A similar approach is adopted for the DLSRA, with an aim

to achieve wide axial ratio bandwidth. The ring sizes, the separation between parasitic

and driven rings, and the perturbation amount are the influencing parameters, the judicial

selection of which gives wide axial ratio and impedance bandwidths.

r524

Right

hand CF

Gain at

/¿n (dBic)

r637

0.25
t5r7.s-ts29.2

(= 11.7)

o.28
1633.5-r640

(= 6.5)

At first, the very common technique, negative perturbation, in the form of cutting

corners, is applied to the diagonal corners of both rings, in order to achieve good axial

7.85

9.4s
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ratio bandwidth around the design frequency of 1.575 GHz. The separation between the

two rings, or the foam thickness (å2), has to be selected in such a way as to ensure

effective coupling between the two square-rings, which is also an important parameter for

circularly polarized stacked patch antennas [55]. Again, this separation, as well as the

perturbation, has effect on the quality factor (Q) of the antenna, which determines the

axial ratio bandwidth, according to the following relationship [56]:

BWo^ =

where AR,no, is the maximum allowable axial ratio that defines the bandwidth. Typically,

AR^o, is r/Z 1:-Oe). Therefore, the foam thickness (hù is optimized to obtain wide

impedance and axial ratio bandwidths, which is found to be 11 mm. The perturbation

amount is also optimized, in both parasitic and driven rings, for low axial ratio value. In

this case, corners are cut with respect to the probe position such that right-hand circular

polarization (RHCP) is achieved, as shown in Fig. 3.2.It is evident at this point that, in

order to get left-hand circular polarization (LHCP), the location of the cuts has to be

changed to the other diagonal corners. The optimized antenna parameters are tabulated in

detail in Table3.2.

AR** -1
,[¿n*a

Because of the perturbation, two orthogonal modes are excited on each ring, and

the two central adjacent modes are merged together due to the optimized parameters.

Thus, we can see only three resonances on the return loss plot of Fig. 3.a@).

Consequently, the impedance bandwidth has increased, which is 160 MHz (1510 to 1670

MHz). Due to the perturbation in both rings, it can be seen from Fig. 3.aþ) that, the axial

ratio plot has two dips close to each other, thus, significantly increasing 3-dB axial ratio
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bandwidth to 72MHz (1541 to 1613 MHz), which is much larger than that of the single-

layer square ring antenna. RHCP gain is above 7 dBic in the frequency range of 1505 to

1677 MHz, as can be seen in the same figure. The simulated CP gain patterns of this

antenna, in the two principal planes, are shown in Fig. 3.5 at the design frequency. The

antenna shows a peak RHCP gain of about 8.74 dBic along the boresight. However, gain

is below 0 dBic after t 60o of the boresight.
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Fig.3.5: Simulated CP gain patterns in the (a) Ø= 0o and (b) Ø= 90o planes, at 1.575

GHz, of the DLSRA antenna with negative perturbation [Fig. 3.2]. The antenna

parameters are tabulated in Table 3.2.
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3.2.4 CF from DLSRA by outward positive perturbation
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Another popular technique, to achieve CP from microstrip antennas, is protruding

metal stubs to the diagonal corners, which can be called positive perturbation. In the case

of DLSRA, metal strips are protruded to the outward direction of the diagonal corners of

both rings, as shown in Fig. 3.6(a). Keeping the parasitic ring size and the foam thickness

fixed at what was in the previous case (Ll = 59 mm, hz = 11 mm), the perturbation area,

ring widths and the driven ring size are optimized, to achieve wider impedance and axial

ratio bandwidths around the design frequency. Adding metal stubs to the diagonal corners

increases the overall antenna size.

Q=90o plane

(b)
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The antenna parameters, optimized for wide axial ratio bandwidth, are indicated

in Table 3.2, and the simulated return loss, for this case, is shown in Fig. 3.6(b). 10-dB

rerurn loss bandwidth of 173 }l4Hz (1510 to 1683 MHz) is obtained, which is slightly

larger than the previous case, and 3-dB AR bandwidth is also slightly higher, 79 MHz

(L545 to 1624 MHz), compared to the previous case. 7-dBic RHCP gain bandwidth is

187 MHz (1505 to 1692 MHz), as shown in Fig.3.6(c). The slight improvement in the

bandwidths is due to the increase in the overall antenna size. Because of the added stub to

the parasitic ring, the overall size of the antenna increases from Ll = 59 mm to L5 = $$

mm, which indicates an increase in the overall area of about25.47o, with reference to the

negatively perturbed case.
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and RHCP gain vs. frequency plot. The antenna parameters are tabulated in

Table3.2.
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3.2.5 CP from DLSRA by inward positive perturbation

Positive perturbation can also be realized by adding metal stubs to the inward

direction of the diagonal corners of the square rings, as shown in Fig. 3.7(a). Again,

Table 3.2 summarizes the optimized antenna parameters, and obtained impedance, axial

ratio and RHCP gain bandwidths. The simulated return loss plot is shown in Fig. 3.7(b),

and 10-dB rerurn loss bandwidth is I77 };4Hz (1509 to 1686 MHz). 3-dB axial ratio

bandwidth of 78 MHz (1549 to 162l MHz) and 7-dBic RHCP gain bandwidth of 186

MHz (1513 to 1699 MHz) are obtained, as shown in Fig. 3.7(c).It is evident that both

types of positive perturbation give similar results, however, the inward positive

perturbation case has the advantage of not increasing the overall size of the antenna, as

the metal strips are added in the slot portion inside the square rings.
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3.2.6 A novel approach: CP from DLSRA by hybrid perturbation

Typically, a similar perturbation type (either positive or negative) is used to

achieve CP from microstrip antennas, as used in the previous sections in the case of

square ring antennas. In this section, a novel technique is presented for stacked square

ring, where a combination of positive and negative perturbations, which can be called

hybrid perturbation, is introduced to the diagonal corners of the driven and parasitic rings

respectively, for several advantages.

It has been mentioned earlier that circularly polarized microstrip antennas suffer

from narrow axial ratio beamwidth. This is also common for the DLSRA CP antennas

with corner pefurbation, as shown in Table 3.2. Specially, the antenna with negative

perturbation has only 118" (off the boresight) of angular coverage. In the case of

microstrip arrays, this problem has been overcome by using a sequential rotation of the

array elements [58]. In this configuration, each subsequent element of an N-element array

is rotated physically by an angle of p(n-I)tdN, and its excitation phase is corrected by the

same angle, whete p is an integer between I and (N-1). Here, the idea of sequential

rotation is applied to perturbed stacked square ring microstrip antennas for CP, which

essentially widens the angular coverage of the antenna. If we assume the stacked

microstrip square ring antenna as a 2-element array, the rotation angle will be nlL.

However, in stacked rings only the lower element is fed. The upper element is

parasitically coupled to the lower one. Since only one of the rings is fed, the phase

correction to compensate for the rotation must be done geometrically.
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To achieve a right hand circular polañzation (RHCP) using negative perturbation

from stacked square rings, the diagonal corners of both patches, to the left of the feed

point, were cut at 45". To implement the sequential rotation, one of the rings must be

rotated by 90o, meaning that the corner perturbation will now be on the right side of the

feed point. Since this form of comer perturbation generates a left hand circular

polarization, the combined antenna of two stacked ring patches will become linearly

polarized. Thus, for maintaining the circular polarization, one now must use a corner stub

(a positive perturbation). The resulting stacked antenna geometry is shown in Fig. 3.8(a).

The principle of operation is as follows. The corner perturbations of the parasitic

and driven rings will excite two degenerate orthogonally polarizedTMnandTMu modes.

With similar perturbations on both ring patches (either positive or negative), the correct

phase relationship between the two modes is maintained for both rings. However, in the

proposed design, rotating one of the ring patches alters the phase relationship of the

modes. Thus, a positive perturbation of the other ring patch, as shown in Fig. 3.8(a), is

needed to re-establish the correct phase relationship of the orthogonal modes.

The optimized antenna shows wide impedance bandwidth of I52 lli4Hz (1517 to

1669 MHz), as well as, broad 3-dB AR bandwidth of 77 }rlHz (1547 to 1624 MHz), as

can be found from Figs. 3.8(b) and 3.8(c). Compared to the outward positive perturbation

case (Section3.2.4), this design has the advantage of smaller antenna area due to the fact

that, the driven ring is smaller in size than the parasitic ring due to the higher e,
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dielectric material, and the addition of metal stubs to diagonal corners of the driven ring

does not increase the overall antenna size.

The important advantage of this design is in the improvement in the angular

coverage, which can be visualized by looking at the variations of axial ratio with

elevation angle for all four cases. In Fig. 3.9, they are plotted at 1.556 GHz in the þ- 0o

plane. The angular ranges for which the axial ratio is below 3-dB are given in Table 3.2

for all of them. It is clear that the antenna with hybrid perturbation has a wider angular

coverage, for which the 3-dB axial ratio beamwidth is 154o, from -7'7o to +77" off the

boresight. However, in the Q= 90o plane, all four cases have very similar performance.
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antenna dimensions are tabulated in Table 3.2.
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Fig. 3.9: The variations of axial ratio with elevation angle, in the

DLSRA with positive perturbation (inward and outward),

and hybrid perturbation, at 1.556 GHz.
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Table 3.2: DLSRA antenna for CP: Optimized antenna parameters and simulated results (Foam height = I I mm, Probe position: Xp- 21 mm, Yr= 0)

Geometry:

Type

Farasitic ring

Driven ring

Negative
Perturbation

Maximum Dimension (mm)

Square Ring Size (mm)

Slot Size (mm)

Perturbation (mm)

Outward Positive
Perturbation

10-dB RL BW (MHz)

7o RL BW

3-dB AR BW (MHz)

7o AR BW

7-dBic RHCP Gain (MHz)

Lt= 59, Ls= 47.3

Lt=59

3-dB Beamwidth
(at 1.556 GHz) [ftOo plane

Inward Positive
Perturbation

Lz= 40, Lrl5.3

Pr= 6.5, qr= 8.5

15l0to 1670=160

1541 to 1613 =72

lO.lVo

Lt= 59, Ls= 44.7

Ls=66

tlybrid Perturbation

Lz=37.3, Lc= 14.7

1505 to 1677 = 172

4.6Vo

po= 4.5, en= 6

I 18" (-59' to +59o)

15l0to 1683=173

1545 to 1624 =79

10.87o

Lt = 59, Ls= 47 .3

Lt=59

ïff

1505 to 1692= 187

Lz=39, L¿= 15.3

57o

r34' (-67" to +67o)

p¡= 5, q¡= 6

1509 to 1686 = 177

1549 to 1627 =78

ll.7Vo

41

Lt= 59, Ls= 44.7

Lt=59

Lz=39.2, L+= 14.'7

1513 to 1699 = 186

4.97o

l44o (-72o to +72")

pr= 5, Qt= 6

t517 to 1669 =752

1547 to 1624 =77

9.57o

1515 to 1678 = 163

4.97o

I54" (-77' to +77")



3.3 Effects of fÏnite ground plane on CP performance of the DI,SRA

3.3.1 Ground plane size

In the above simulation studies, an infinite ground plane was considered. For

practical applications, however, a finite ground plane has to be used, and it will obviously

affect the axial ratio and CP gain of the antenna. Fig. 3.10 shows the variation of axial

ratio with frequency, of the antenna with outward positive perturbation [see Fig. 3.6(a)

for the geometryl, for different ground plane sizes. Here, the antenna is symmetrically

placed at the center of the ground plane. The axial ratio deteriorates by decreasing the

ground plane size. Between the two dips in the axial ratio plot, caused by the

perturbations on both rings, the second dip suffers the most, which moves to higher

frequencies and shows poor axial ratio. In order to improve the axial ratio, for different

ground plane sizes, the driven ring is adjusted mainly because, the second dip is due to

the driven ring. At the same time, the foam thickness is also increased to achieve lower

values of the axial ratio. Thus, by further optimizing the driven ring size, and the

separation between the two rings, good CP performance can be recovered even for

smaller ground plane sizes, while keeping the parasitic ring size and perturbations fixed.

The simulation results are listed in Table 3.3, for the optimized cases for different

ground plane sizes. Since the driven ring size is increased in all cases, a shift of axial

ratio plot, to the lower frequency region, can be observed in Fig.3.11(a). When the

ground plane size decteases, RHCP gain decreases, as can be seen in Fig. 3.11(b). For a
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ground plane size of 80 x 80 mm2, the peak RHCP gain is 7.89 dBic, whereas it is 9.2

dBic when the ground plane size is 160 x 160 mm', as it is evident in Fig. 3.11(b).

-cr=80
-+Gr=1 00
------Gr=120

-+Gr=140+Gr=160

Fig. 3.10: The variation of axial ratio with frequency, due to different ground plane sizes

for the DLSRA antenna with positive perturbation in Fig. 3.6(a). Antenna

parameters (in mm) are'. Lt = 59, Lz= 37, Ls= 44.5, Ls= 14.5, po= 5, Qo= 6, €,'

= 3.2, ht = I.6, hz = 11. Gr=80 means ground plane size = 80 x 80 mm2,

Gr=100 means ground plane size = 100 x 100 mm2 and so on.
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Table 3.3: Positively perturbed DLSRA CP antenna [Fig. 3.6(a)] with finite ground plane:

optimized antenna parameters and simulated results. Other antenna parameters: Lt = 59

mm, L2= 37 mm, Pa= 5 ffiffr, Qa = 6 mm

Driven

ring size

(mm)

Ground

Plane

(mm')

Ls= 44'5

L¿=I4.5

Ls= 44.7

L¿= 14.7

Foam

Height

(mm)

160x160

(0.842.")

Ls= 44.8

L¿= I4.8

140x140

(0.741")

lO.dB RL

BW

(MHz)

1lmm

Ls= 44.9

L¿= 14.9

l20xl20

(0.63).")

1516-1688

=I72

II.2mm

3-dB axial

ratio BW

(MHz)

Ls= 45

L¿= 15

100x100

(0.531")

l5tr-1,682

=I7I

11.5mm

t547-1624

=77

80x80

(0.4ü.")

7-dBic RHCP

Gain

(MHz)

3.3.2 Asymmetric antenna position on the ground plane

1508-1679

=I7t

12.8mm

1545-1624

=79

1509-t673

=164

In the ground plane size study in Section 3.3.I, a symmetric antenna position on the

ground plane was considered. In order to see the effects of asymmetric locations, the

DLSRA CP antenna is positioned asymmetrically on the ground plane as shown in Fig.

3.12. Considering P (Xs, Yr) as the center of the ground plane, when the antenna on the

ground plane is asymmetric about the y-axis (with X, = 0 mm), the axial ratio

performance does not deteriorate much, as can be seen in Fig. 3.13(a). Here, X, = 0 mm,

16.7mm

502-r690

=188

t543-1623

=80

t502-1667

=165

506-1674

168

t538-r620

=82

t510-1664

=I54

t.537-16t8

=81

l512-r653

=l4I

t520-1642

_1 aa_ I LL
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Ye = 0 mm, indicates the symmetric case, and & = 0 mm, and lg = 18 mm means the

DLSRA antenna is at one side of the ground plane. When the antenna is asymmetric

about the -r-axis (keeping Ys = 0 mm), the axial ratio performance degrades significantly,

as shown in Fig. 3.13(b). Similarly, when the antenna is asymmetrically positioned about

both .x- and y- axes, the axial ratio suffers significantly, as shown in Fig. 3.13(c).

Fig. 3.12: Antenna geometry with the ground plane in order to study the effects of

asymmetric antenna position on the ground plane on the axial ratio of the

DLSRA with positive perturbation, Fig. 3.6(a). Antenna parameters (in mm)

are'. L¡ = 59, Lz= 37, Ls= 44.9, Lq= 14.9, Pn= 5, Qn= 6, t, = 3.2, ht = 1.6, h'¡=

12.8. Ground plane size = 100 x 100 mm2.
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Fig. 3.13: The effects of asymmetric antenna position on the ground plane on the axial

ratio of the DLSRA with positive perrurbarion, in Fig. 3.12: (a) when

asymmetric about y-axis, with Xs = 0, (b) when asymmetric about x-axis, with

Ys= 0, and (c) when asymmetric about both -r- and y- axes.
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3.4 ExperÍmental study

In the previous sections, miniaturized microstrip ring antennas are investigated,

and thus the ground plane is also made small. The simulation studies showed that the

antenna performance, especially the gain and axial ratio, depend strongly on the ground

plane size. It is important, therefore, to study experimentally the performance of a

fabricated antenna, which will be influenced by both fabrication tolerances and the

presence of nearby objects, as the ground plane is small to shield the antenna. Thus, a CP

DLSRA CP antenna, with outward positive perturbations [Fig. 3.6(a)], was fabricated,

where a substrate with dielectric permittivity e,. = 3.2, and thickness å7 = 1.6 mm, is used

for the driven ring, and foam (h2 = 11 mm) for separating the parasitic ring. The other

dimensions of the antenna are (in mm): Z7 = 59, Lz= 37, Ls= 44.5, L¿= 14.5, pn= 5, qo=

6. The bottom ring was excited at Xp - 2l mm, Yp = 0 mm, using a 50-0 SMA probe.

The parasitic ring was made from a copper tape, hand cut to its shape, and placed over

the foam, which was kept on the lower substrate by tapes around its edges.

The antenna was tested in the Antenna Laboratory at the University of Manitoba.

The return loss was measured by ANRITSU ME7808A Network Analyzer, and compared

in Fig. 3.1,4(a) with the simulation results obtained from Ansoft Ensemble 8.0. For

measurement, a finite ground plane (160 x 160 mm'¡ *as used, which is also considered

in the simulation. The measured S77 is slightly different from simulation, but the

variations are below -10 dB, making the corresponding bandwidths about the same, Fig.
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3.t4(a). Considering the tolerances of the hand cut and taped parasitic ring, the Srr results

are satisfactory.

The measured and simulated axial ratio and RHCP gains are compared in Fig.

3.14(b). The measured 3-dB axial ratio bandwidth is larger (81 MHz) than the simulated

one (76 MHz) and it also has lower minima, as low as 0.32 dB at 1.565 GHz. In other

words, the fabrication tolerances have improved the axial ratio performance.

The measured gains also agree well with simulations, and are somewhat higher at

low frequencies. There are small oscillations in the measured gain, which could be due to

calibration errors, fabrication tolerances or interactions between the antenna and its

support. A sample of the measured radiation patterns, using a rotating linear source, is

shown in Fig.3.15. The boresight CP performance is quite good, but deteriorates

gradually with increasing angle, a common characteristic of CP antennas.
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the DLSRA, with positive perturbation [Fig. 3.6(a)].
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Secondly, the DLSRA CP antenna with hybrid perturbation, as shown in Fig.

3.8(a), was fabricated following the same method, and tested and compared with the

simulated results, as shown Fig. 3.16, which show good agreement as the first example.

In order to confirm the wide axial ratio beamwidth property of this hybrid-perturbed

stacked square ring antenna, its measured and simulated axial ratios against the elevation

angle are plotted in Fig. 3.I7 at 1.556 GHz. The comparisons are tabulated in Table 3.4,

showing that the stacked square ring antenna with hybrid perturbation shows wide

impedance and axial ratio bandwidths similar to the negatively perturbed antenna, and

wider axial ratio beamwidth around the boresight direction. The peak RHCP gain is 9.75

dBic.
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Table 3.4: Comparison of simulated and measured results of the stacked square ring

antenna with hybrid perturbations

10-dB RL Bandwidth

3-dB AR

Bandwidth

7-dBic RIICP Gain

Bandwidth

Simulated results

3-dB AR Beamwidth

(1.556 GHz) (þ = 0' plane)

1527 to 1687 }J{Hz

= 160 lMHz (107o)

85

1559 to 1635 MHz

=76MHz (4.8Vo)

1515 to t710}/4Hz

= 195 MHz

Measured results

1532to L682I|L4Hz

= 150 l¡4Hz (9.337o)

(from -74.5o to +74o)

1551 to 1637 }/IHz

= 86 MHz (5.4Vo)

1508 to 1698 MHz

= 190 MHz

(from -75o to +72")
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3"5 Conclusion

Achieving a wide axial ratio bandwidth from a singly-fed microstrip antenna is a

challenging problem. Dealing with a microstrip square-ring antenna with a single-point

feed, for circular polarization, is even more challenging, because it is a miniaturized

antenna, which inherently has a very narrow axial ratio bandwidth. In this chapter, wide

axial ratio bandwidths are achieved with the help of stacking square rings and introducing

perturbations to both driven and parasitic rings.

A novel approach, called hybrid perturbation scheme, is also presented to broaden

the axial ratio bandwidth. In this case, the sequential rotation method was used to rotate

one ring by 90'. This rotation required its corner perturbation to be of the opposite sense,

to maintain the circular polarization of the stacked configuration. The simulated and

measured axial ratios of prototype antenna, with hybrid corner perturbations, confirmed

its wide axial ratio beamwidth. It was shown that small ground plane sizes deteriorate the

circular polarization performance of the DLSRA, which can be recovered by further

optimizing the antenna parameters and by increasing the separation between the two

rings. It was found that it is important to have a symmetric ground plane for the CP

antenna, and the asymmetric position of the antenna on the ground plane degrades the CP

performance.
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CHAPTER FOUR.

Square Ring Antenna for Multi-Frequency Operation

4.1 trntroduction

Stacked square ring antennas, presented in the previous chapter, can perform both

wideband and dual band operation. In this chapter, the study is extended to achieve tri-

band operation from the square ring antenna. By taking advantage of accommodating the

third ring within the parasitic ring of the dual square ring antenna (DLSRA)

configuration, the antenna can be operated at three different frequencies. In this chapter, a

generalized design method is discussed to obtain an antenna that can be operated at three

different frequencies. The feeding mechanism is described briefly. Then, its performance

is discussed with its limitations and problems. A representative design example is

presented to cover three GPS frequencies to show its practical application.

4.2 General design guideline for rnulti-frequency operation frorn

stacked square ring antenna

As mentioned earlier, like the stacked microstrip antenna, the stacked square ring

antenna can perform both broadband and dual band operations. However, the stacked
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square ring antenna has an advantage of having perforation at the middle of each ring,

where a third ring can be accommodated which will give another resonance. To fit this

ring, both the parasitic ring and the inner ring have to be made narrower for particular

frequencies; and this leads to the problem of impedance mismatch. It was mentioned

earlier that the width of the ring has to be a certain value (L2/Lr < 0.4) to enable the

excitation by a 50-Q SMA probe-feed. Moreover, the feeding of the third ring itself is

another challenging issue, because of the presence of the driven ring in the bottom layer.

In [53], an inside capacitive feeding technique has been suggested, where the feed strip is

located inside the ring, thus not requiring any extra antenna real estate. The width of the

ring is also narrow in this case.

Based on the above discussion, an antenna design has been developed. The three

dimensional configuration of the antenna is depicted in Fig. 4.I(a) and important antenna

parameters are labeled in Figs. 4.1(b) and 4.1(c) for better understanding. It consists of a

square ring (ring # 1) on a grounded dielectric substrate having dielectric constant r,,

and thickness å7, and two concentric square rings on another substrate layer having

dielectric constant t," and thickness of hz. kr this design, the bottom ring (ring # 1) is

capacitively excited by a feed line located outside the ring at a distance dl.The inner ring

on the top layer (ring # 3) is also excited in a similar fashion using an inside feed line

separated by a distance dz from one arm of the ring. A small hole can be created on ring #

1 to pass the probe to excite the feed line for ring # 3, if needed. The outer ring on the top

layer (ring # 2) can be electromagnetically excited by ring # 1, as a parasitic resonator.
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The ring sizes are chosen such that rings # 1,2 and 3 operate at three frequencies:fi,f2

andfj, respectively, wherc f ¡ <fz <fs.

The simulated scattering parameters of such an antenna, obtained from 'Method

of Moments'- based commercial software 'Ansoft Designer version 3', are plotted in Fig.

4.2. Here, for each nng TM¡ mode gets excited. Note thatf and f2 are close due to the

fact that rings # I and 2 work as stacked antenna configuration. Therefore, their sizes are

chosen to be close so that the driven ring is efficiently coupled to the parasitic ring. Since,

ring # 3 is inside ring # 2, its physical size is limited and its frequency of operation for the

fundamental mode must be greater than that of ring # 2, i.e. fs > fz.Moreover, it has been

found that its impedance properties do not change much due to changes in other rings.

This indicates that, along with its feed line, this antenna can be designed independently to

operate at a higher frequency than ring # 2.
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Fig. 4.1: Geometry of the proposed antenna with capacitively-fed multiple square rings

for multi-frequency operation: (a) 3-D view, (b) side view, (c) top and bottom

rings.
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As an example, the antenna parameters for three frequencies, fi = t.I6I GHz, f2 -

L219 GHz and fj = 1.56 GHz are mentioned in Table 4.1. First, sizes of rings # | and 2

are determined based on their dielectric substrate and required frequencies. Substrate

parameters chosen ate €r=2.5,ht = I.57 mm, and tan,â= 0.0019, and €,= 1.07. When

capacitive feeding is used, a narrower width of the ring can be chosen. For example, in

this case, L2/L1 = 0.78 and L/Ls - 0.52, (the ratios are greater than 0.4). Now, the size of

the third ring can be chosen such that it fits inside ring # 2 on the top layer. For this ring,

Ly'L4 = 0.83, which indicates a very narrow width of the ring. Finally, the length and

width of feed for ring # 3 arc optimized to obtain better impedance matching for all three

square rings to be operated at three frequencies, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The isolation

between the two ports in the two layers is below -30 dB.
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Fig. 4,2: Simulated scattering parameters of the antenna

resonances and good isolation between two ports.
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Table 4.1: Design parameters for the antenna with multiple rings (Fig. a.1) for tri-

frequency operation

Ring # 1

Ring # 2

Lt

Lz

Lz/ Lt

Ring # 3

72 mm

Ls

Lower Layer Feed Line

56.5 mm

L¿

Ly' Ls

0.78

54 mm

Ls

Upper Layer Feed Line

45 mm

Le

0.83

Ll Ls

60 mm

dz

31 mm

Lower Substrate

Sz

0.52

W2

The gain patterns for this antenna in two principal planes at three frequencies (f7 =

1.161 GHz, fz= 1.219 GHz, andfj = 1.56 GHz) are shown in Fig. 4.3. The antenna shows

a boresight gain of about 6 dBi at all three frequencies. However, the cross-polar level is

high at all three frequencies. Particularly at 1.56 GHz, the cross-polar level is 4.26 dBi,

2mm

Upper Substrate

dt

41 mm

Sr

4mm

W1

4.5 mm

t

22 mm

tl

ht

4mm

a

2.5

hz

1.6 mm

1.03

6mm
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and it suggests that the antenna is a good candidate for circular polarization applications.

Later, an example will be shown where a design is presented to cover three GPS

frequencies with this antenna having multiple rings.
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Fig.4.3: Radiation patterns atfi = 1.161 GHz in two principal planes of the antenna in

Fig. 4.1 with design parameters mentioned in Table 4.1.
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Fig. 4.4: Radiation patterns atft = 1.219 GHz in two principal planes of the antenna in

Fig. 4.1 with design parameters mentioned in Table 4.1.
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4.3 Confïrmation by Ansoft HFSS

To validate the design method described in the previous section and to confirm

the results obtained from Ansoft Designer, version 3.0, a stacked square ring antenna

with capacitive feeding for multi-frequency operation is modeled in Ansoft HFSS,

version 10, which is a finite-element-method based software, Design parameters used in

the modeling are the same as in Table 4.1. Simulated S-parameters, obtained from HFSS,

are plotted in Fig. 4.6. The results, obtained from Ansoft HFSS and Designer, are

compared in Table 4.2. The resonances occurred approximately at the same frequencies

in both cases, indicating good agreement between simulation results. In the case of HFSS,

the simulated isolation S72 is below -25 dB, except at I.2I GHz. Considering two

different computational techniques, it can be concluded that the results are in good

agreement, and it also confirms the analysis results from Designer.
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Fig. 4.6: Simulated scattering parameters, using Ansoft HFSS (Finite Element Method-

based software package), of the antenna in Fig. 4.1.
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Table 4.2: Simulation results of the stacked square ring antenna for multi-frequency

operation, Fig. 4.1, from two software packages: Ansoft Designer and Ansoft HFSS.

Antenna parameters are mentioned in Table 4.1

1.3

Frequency (GHz)

Software

1.4

ft
Su at.ft

Ansoft Designer

ft
S n affz

1.5

I.16l GHz

fs

Sn atfs

15 dB

1.219 GHz

S:l

1.6

14 dB

1.56 GHz

Ansoft HFSS

-17.5 dB

Below -30 dB

1.165 GHz

-17.5 dB

1.205 GHz

-15.3 dB

Below -26 dB

(except -14 dB at l.2I GHz)

1.56 GHz

-15.4 dB
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4.4 
^ 

Design for tri-frequency global positioning system (GPS)

A practical application of such an antenna, presented in the previous sections, is

the Global Positioning System (GPS). GPS has now been considered as the future of

aviation and transportation for most civil and military applications. A major

modernization effort is now in progress, which includes an introduction of a third civil

signal, located at II76.45 MHz (L5) with the existing two civilian signals LI (1575.42

MHz), andL} (1227.60 MHz) [59, 60]. Existing Ll and L2 bands are for civil aviation

safety-of-life services, and L5 band is for general use in non-safety critical applications

[60, 61]. With access to all three signals, both civilians and military will benefit from a

high-precision global positioning system with increased availability of reliable navigation

operations, and improvement in the interference mitigation.

As part of the modernization effort of the GPS, bandwidths of Ll and L2 signals

are extended to 24 MHz from 20 MHz, along with 24 IllIHz bandwidth for L5 signal.

Several successful dual band designs are available in the literature to cover LI and L2

frequencies 162-651. However, it is a challenging task to integrate all three bands on a

single antenna element. Another important issue is that the new band (L5) frequency is

lower than those of Ll and L2 bands, and a typical design will lead to a large size

antenna. Researchers have recently attempted to design tri-band antennas. For example,

Rao et. al. [66] proposed an antenna array having four inverted L elements with trap

loading that covers three GPS bands. The antenna has a large aperture size (0.5 d at L5

frequency) and thickness (22 mm or 0.086 2" atL5 frequenc). To minimize the antenna
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size, high permittivity substrates (e, of 12 and 25) arc used in [67], where further

miniaturization is achieved by using F-shaped configuration of four elements. Again, the

overall height of this antenna is large (20 mm or 0.078 ), at L5 frequency). Instead of

using arrays of element, stacked resonator concept is used in [68, 69] to cover three GPS

frequencies . Zhou et. al. [68] presented a proximity-coupled stacked patch design, again

with high permittivity substrates (e,. of 16 and 30), where two L-shaped probe feeds were

used to excite the patches and generate CP. The overall height of the antenna is smaller in

this case (12.8 mm or 0.05 \ atL5 frequency). In [69], authors used the same stacked-

resonator concept, however used circular patches instead of square patches. In all these

designs mentioned above, mainly dual-band antennas are designed, where the lower band

covers L2 and L5 bands, and the upperband covers Ll band.

The geometry of a multi-frequency antenna, developed in this study, has already

been given in Fig. 4.1. Since L2 and L5 are two adjacent bands, rings # | and,2 are

chosen to work as stacked rings, so that they can offer wide enough bandwidth to cover

both L2 and L5 bands. The third ring size is chosen independently to cover L1 band. The

dimensions are given in Table 4.3. A low permittivity material is used for the bottom

layer, whereas foam is chosen for the top layer, as mentioned in Table 4.3. The overall

heightof theantennais 15.6mm(0.06), atL5 frequency).Thesizeof ring#2,which

basically determines the antenna size, is 77 mm or only 0.3 ), at L5 band frequency. Fig.

4.7 shows the return loss plot of this antenna. Since a stacked configuration is realized by

rings # I and 2, a wider impedance bandwidth of about 75 MHz or 6.27o (1164 MHz to

1239 MHz) is achieved to cover both L2 and L5 bands. Because of Ring # 3, the higher
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mode frequency becomes excited at Ll band with an impedance bandwidth of 29 }i4Hz

(1561 MHz to 1590 MHz). The isolation between two input ports of the antenna is below

-20 dB. These results are obtained from Ansoft Designer, version 3.

Table 4.3: Multiple square ring antenna [Figs. 4.1] parameters for GPS frequencies

Ring # I

Ring # 2

Ring # 3

Lt

Lower layer feed line

Lz

77 mm

Ls

53.5 mm

L¿

52 mm

Upper layer feed line

Ls

43.5 mm

Lø

66.5 mm

dz

23 mm

Lower substrate

,Sz

0.2 mm

Wl

40 mm

dt

tr-ower substrate

0.5 mm

,Si

5mm

W2

22mm

t-

4mm

ht

2.5

Ê
r1

1.6 mm

hz

1.03

l4 mm
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Fig. 4.7: Return loss of the antenna in Fig. 4.1 with the antenna parameters mentioned in

Table 4.3.

.+-S21

Now, right hand circular polanzation (RHCP) is required for GPS, which can be

easily achieved for this antenna using two feed lines for each of ring # i and ring # 3, as

shown in Fig. 4.8.Two feed lines on each layer will be excited with a phase difference of

90o to generate two equal but orthogonal modes in the rings. Phase shifters can be

employed to excite the two feed lines with a 90o phase shift, which can be accommodated

on the bottom side of the ground plane. The CP performance of this antenna is shown in

Figs. 4.9 and 4.10. The axial ratio is below 3 dB up to 1.272 GHz, covering nicely L5 and

L2 bands. For the higher band, the axial ratio bandwidth is 81 MHz, well above the

required 24 }l4Hz bandwidth around 1575 ll|l4Hz. The CP gains are better than those in

previously mentioned publications, as shown in Fig. 4.10. 7-dBic right hand CP (RHCP)

gain bandwidth is 133 I|l4Hz for the lower two bands, and 7I2 M.}lZ for the higher band.

The LHCP gain is also mostly below -10 dBic indicating very good CP performance.
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F'ig. 4.10: CP gains of the multiple square ring antenna

feeding. The antenna configuration is shown

parameters are mentioned in Table 4.3.

1.1 1.2 1.3

CP gain patterns of this antenna, at three GPS frequencies, are shown in Figs. 4.1 1

To 4.l3.It is stated that a minimum of -3.5 dBic gain is required for a large coverage of

the solid angle for GPS antennas [66]. As demonstrated in Fig. 4.11, the peak RHCP gain

of the antenna at 1176 MHz is 8.9 dBic, and RHCP gain stays above -3.5 dBic for

elevation angle form -70o to 80o in both principal planes. For the L2 band, i.e. t227

MHz, the peak boresight gain is 10.5 dBic, with upper hemisphere coverage from -70o to

80o, Fig. 4.l2.For higher frequency band, Ll, the solid angular coverage is from -62o to

72". However, the cross-polar level is much higher at this frequency, approximately -5

dBic or less, compared to those in two other frequencies. Peak RHCP gain in this case is

8.57 dBic, as shown in Fig.4.13.

1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7

with orthogonal capacitive

in Fig. 4.8 and antenna
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Fig. 4.1L: CP gains of the multiple square ring antenna with orthogonal capacitive

feeding at 1176 MHz in two principal planes. The antenna configuration is

shown in Fig. 4.8 and antenna parameters are mentìoned in Table 4.3.
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Fig. 4.12: CP gains of the multiple square ring antenna with orthogonal capacitive

feeding at 1227 MHz in two principal planes. The antenna configuration is

shown in Fig. 4.8 and antenna parameters are mentioned in Table 4.3.
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Fig. 4.13: CP gains of the multiple square ring antenna with orthogonal capacitive

feeding at 1575 MHz in two principal planes. The antenna configuration is

shown in Fig. 4.8 and antenna parameters are mentioned in Table 4.3.

4.5 Conclusion

Stacked square ring microstrip antenna opens up an opportunity to accommodate

more resonators inside the rings, however with a challenge of exciting all three rings. A

general method was proposed to design an antenna using three rings to operate at three

frequencies. Two stacked rings were chosen such that if one was excited, it could

electromagnetically excite the other. A third ring was accommodated inside the parasitic

ring, which was larger in size compared to the bottom one, since it was on a foam

substrate. To overcome the problem of feeding, a capacitive feeding was proposed, which

allowed using narrow-width rings. It did not occupy extra space as well, since the inside

Ø= 90o plane
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capacitive feeding was used for the inner third ring. The outside capacitive feeding was

chosen for the bottom ring, which did not extend beyond the parasitic ring on top. The

design was confirmed using two commercially available software: Ansoft Desinger

(MoM-based) and Ansoft FIFSS (FEM-based). A practical application of such an antenna

was shown for the case of tri-band GPS. Dimensions of the three rings were selected such

that the antenna covered three GPS frequency bands of Ll, L2 and L5. The antenna had

an overall height of 15.6 mm, and a size of 0.3À at L5 frequency, on low-permittivity

substrate materials.
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CHAPTER F'IVE

Loaded Square Ring Antenna

5" l lntroduction

In chapters three and four, we presented wideband and multi-frequency square

ring antennas. To obtain multi-frequency operation using square rings, three rings were

arranged in two stacked substrate layers and fed capacitively. For each ring, the TM11

mode was excited, and the corresponding frequencies were controlled to obtain muti-

frequency or wideband operation. The geometry was a complex one, and it had

limitations in achieving a certain frequency of operation due to the problem of

accommodating two rings on the top layer.

Investigations in this chapter are aimed at loaded microstrip square ring antenna

to show that multi-frequency operation can be achieved with a single layer square ring

antenna by loading it. The TM¡ mode of the square ring antenna is designated as the

'unloaded mode'. It has been mentioned earlier that it is difficult to match the input

impedance at the resonance frequency due to the unloaded mode. Attempts have been

made to improve the impedance matching and bandwidth by loading it with a stub, notch,

gap, shorting post etc. However, the loading increases the cross-polarization level. An

interesting phenomenon has been observed when the square ring antenna is loaded with a

narrow gap. Several resonances become excited along with the unloaded mode, one being

I -')



at much lower frequency than the unloaded mode. The multi-frequency capability and

polarization of this loaded square ring antenna is discussed in this chapter. Some other

miniaturized gap-loaded square ring antennas are also discussed here with the emphasis

on the antenna performance.

5.2 Gap loaded square ring antenna

The discussion will start again from a regular square ring antenna, shown in Fig.

5.1(a), and step-by-step the effects of gap loading on this antenna will be shown. In this

case, the square ring is on a dielectric material with permittivity (t) of 2.5, thickness (fr)

of 1.57 mm, and loss tangent (taná) of 0.0019. The antenna parameters are: L¡ = 35 mm,

Lz= l'l .5 mm, W = 8.75 mm. The probe is centered on one arm along the y-axis. For this

antenna, the simulated return loss plot is shown in Fig. 5.1(b), obtained from Ansoft

Designer. Low ,Slr value at unloaded mode frequency f,,= 2.082 GHz indicates a poor

impedance matching. The antenna is x-polarized at this frequency, as can be noticed by

the current distribution of the antenna in Fig. 5.1(c). At this frequency, its peak accepted

gain is 5.5 dBi in both principal planes, as shown in Fig. 5.2. Moreover, the cross-polar

level is very low, nearly -80 dBi along boresight. These results are summarized in Table

5.1. As mentioned previously, originally square ring antennas were loaded to improve the

impedance match 7t f,, .Next, it will be shown that by loading, two more resonances are

excited close to the unloaded mode frequency of the square ring.
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Table 5.1: Polarization and accepted gain of unloaded square ring antenna. The antenna

parameters are provided in the caption of Fig. 5.1

Frequency I Polarization

f,,=2.082 | x

Ee

5.5

(at 0 = 0')

Õ=0o

Peak accepted gain (dBi)

E,N

-80

(at 0 = 0o)

+
l_ _+

L2

-24

(at 0 = +75o)

@=90o

Ee

L1

(a)

Eq

5.5

(at 0 = 0")

Fig. 5.L: (a) Geometry of the square ring antenna on an infînite ground plane, and its (b)

return loss plot and (c) current distribution. The antenna parameters are: Lt = 35

mm, L2= 17 .5 mm, W = 8.75 mm. Substrate parameters: 4,. - 2.5, h = L57 mm,

and tanä= 0.0019. Probe position:X¡'= -10.5 mm, I¡= 0 mm.

0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5
Frequency (Gl-Þ)

(b)

(c)
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Frequency = 2.082 GHz
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/= 0o Plane

Fig. 5.2: Radiation patterns of the square ring antenna at fu = 2.082 GHz. The antenna

parameters are given in the caption of Fig. 5.1.

-cn
9 -20

5.2.L Vertical gap loading

When a vertical gap is introduced symmetrically on the upper arm of the square

ring antenna with an off-center feed point on the arm along the y-axis, Fig. 5.3(a), the

impedance matching atf,, is improved, as can be noticed in Fig. 5.2(b). However, two

more resonances based on minimum .S77 value, f, and f, appear, namely loaded mode

-100 ---
-85 -68 -51 -34 -17 0 17 34 51 68 85

Theta (degrees)

Ø=90" Plane

frequencies, with

fr,< f,< f,

and these three frequencies are almost equally spaced in the spectrum.

ff we closely observe the current distribution plot for /1, in Fig. 5.3(c), we can see

that the square ring is working as a folded dipole, and has a cunent flowing along the
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strip, which excites the dipole mode, and therefore, causes .fr,. f, is due to the square

ring, and f ,, it excited due to the loading. More design equations, and the relationship

among these frequencies are discussed in a later section. Note that with a symmetric

location of the feed along the y-axis and with a symmetric vertical gap loading on the arm

along the x-axis, these loaded modes cannot be obtained. Interestingly, if we observe the

current distribution at f, in Fig. 5.3(d), one can notice that the polarization of the

antenna at f, has changed To y-polarization with respect to x-polarization at f, , for the

unloaded case. At ftz, the antenna is x-polarized, same as f* as E, is the co-polar

component in the Ø= Oo plane, Fig. 5.3(e). However, the ^S¡ value is poor at f ,, .

The gain patterns are plotted in Figs. 5.4 to 5.6 for all three frequencies. Note that

the peak accepted gain at f, it -6.3 dBi, as shown in Fig. 5.4. We will discuss more

about this gain drop later. The cross-polar level at f, is slightly higher compared to the

unloaded case, as can be noticed in Fig. 5.5. For both f, and fr, in the Q= 0o plane,

the cross-polar level is much higher, particularly around t45o, Figs. 5.4 and 5.6.

However, the boresight cross-polar level is still low in both planes, at all three

frequencies. This discussion is summarized in Table 5.2. These simulation results are also

obtained from Ansoft Designer, using an infinite ground plane.
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Fig. 5.3: (a) Geometry of the loaded square ring antenna on an infinite ground plane with

a vertical gap, (b) its return loss plot, and current distributions of the antenna at

(c), f ,,, (d) f, , (e) f ,r. The antenna parameters are: Lt = 35 mm, L2 = 17 .5

mm,W = 8.75 mm. Gap size, g = 1mm. Substrateparameters: €,=2.5,h=I.57

mm, and taná= 0.0019. Probe position:Xr= -10.5 mm, Y¡= 2.5 mm.
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Fig. 5.4: Radiation patterns of the loaded square ring antenna with a vertical gap at fy =

1.043 G}Iz. The antenna parameters are given in the caption of Fig. 5.3.
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Fig. 5.5: Radiation patterns of the loaded square ring antenna with a vertical gap at f,,

2.086 GHz. The antenna parameters are given in the caption of Fig. 5.3.
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Fig. 5.6: Radiation patterns of the loaded square dng antenna with a vertical gap at f ,., =
3.0 GHz. The antenna parameters are given in the caption of Fig. 5.3.
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Table 5.2: Polarization and accepted gain of the square ring antenna loaded with a

vertical gap. The antenna parameters are provided in the caption of Fig. 5.3

Frequency

(GHz)

Polarization

f rt=1.043

f,,=2.086

X

f u=3'0

Es

v

-6.3

(at 0 = 0o)

Õ=0o

Peak Accepted Gain (dBi)

_26

(at 0 = +80o)

X

-18.6

(at 0 = 145')

Ea

5.7

(at 0 = 0o)

5.4

(at 0 = 0o)

-51

(at 0 = +85o)

Es

O=90o

-J.J

(at 0 = +45o)

5.4

(at 0 = 0o)

Eq

-6.3

(at 0 = 0o)

4.,
-LL

(at 0 = +75o)

-42

(at 0 =+45o)

80

5.7

(at 0 = 0o)



5.2.2 Ílorizontal gap loadin g

Instead of the vertical gap, we can load the square ring with a horizontal gap too,

and still notice three resonances. In this case, the loading is located symmetrically on the

arm along the y-axis in the form of a gap, keeping the feed point off-centered on the other

arm again along the y-axis, as shown in Fig. 5.7(a). A better impedance matching can be

achieved for f ,, and f ,r, with poor S77 value for f,, FiE.5.7(b). Note that the antenna

polarization for all three frequencies rotates 90" with reference to the polarizations of the

vertical gap-loaded case (x- to y-polarization or y- to x-polarization), as can be seen in

Figs. 5.7(c) to 5.7(e).

The peak accepted gain for the lowest frequency, in this case, is about -6.3 dBi, as

can be seen in Fig. 5.8. The gain patterns for f,, and fu are also shown in Figs. 5.9 and

5.10. They have similar performances like the case with vertical gap loading, except that

the polarizations have been shifted by 90". The results discussed so far are summarized in

Table 5.3, which are obtained from Ansoft Designer, considering an infinite ground

plane.
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Fig. 5.7: (a) Geometry of the loaded square ring antenna on an infinite ground plane with

a horizontal gap, current distributions of the antenna at (b), f ,t , (d) f,, , (e) f ,r,
and (e) its return loss plot. The antenna parameters are: Z¡ = 35 mm, Lz= I7.5

mm, W=8.75 mm. Gap size, g = 1 mm. Substrateparameters: €,=2.5,h= 1.57

mm, and taná= 0.0019. Probe position:X¡= -10.5 ñffi, Y¡- 2.5 mm.
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Fig. 5.8: Radiation patterns of the loaded square ring antenna with a horizontal gap at f ,,

= L043 GHz. The antenna parameters are given in the caption of Fig. 5.7.
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Fig. 5.9: Radiation patterns of the loaded square ring antenna with a horizontal gap at f,,

= 2.086 GHz. The antenna parameters are given in the caption of Fig. 5.7.
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Fig. 5.10: Radiation patterns of the loaded square ring antenna with a horizontal gap atf¡2

= 3.0 GHz. The antenna parameters are given in the caption of Fig. 5.7.
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Table 5.3: Polarization and accepted gain of the square ring antenna loaded with a

horizontal gap. The antenna parameters are provided in the caption of Fig. 5.7

Frequency

(GHz)

-85 -68 -51 -34 -17 0 17 34 51 68 85
Theta (degrees)

Ø= 90o Plane

Polarization

ht=L.043

f,,=2.086

v

f u=3'0

-32

(at 0 = 80')

Es

X

Õ=0u

Peak accepted gain (dBi)

v

5.5

(at 0 = 0o)

Ee

-6.3

(at 0 = 0")

-r3.6

(at 0 = 0o)

-34

(at 0 = 0o)

Ee

-6.3

(at 0 = 0o)

Õ=90o

5.6

(at 0 = 0o)

-23

(at 0 = +80o)

-18

(at 0 = -45o)

Ea

s.6

(at 0 = 0o)

5.5

atO =0o)
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5.3 Parametric study of the Ioaded square ring antenna

In order to better understand the relationship among the first three resonances of

the loaded square ring antenna: f* f,,, andfrr, à detail parametric study is conducted

using Ansoft Designer. There are several important parameters of the open square ring

antenna, which affects its resonance frequencies. Detailed study about the first unloaded

mode frequency, fr,, has been discussed in [70, 71]. Here, the effects of varying the

probe position, substrate parameters, gap length (g), and width of the ring (W) are

discussed. Only one parameter is varied at a time, while keeping the rest of the

parameters fixed, as shown in the caption of Fig. 5.11. An infinite ground plane is

selected for the simulation.

5.3.1 Effect of probe position (Xr,Ye)

It is mentioned earlier that, for the open square ring antenna, if the probe is placed

symmetrically in one arm, while the gap is also symmetric on another arm, the loaded

mode resonance frequencies cannot be excited. However, a slight asymmetric position of

the probe excites two modes. For the case of horizontal gap loaded square ring antenna,

by slightly changing the position of the probe along the y-axis, the reactance of the

antenna can be changed. For the case of /1,, this variation is demonstrated on the Smith

chart of Fig. 5.11(a). However, as the feed point approaches to the corner of the ring,

severe impedance mismatch is observed.
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The variation in the input impedance due to moving of the feed probe point, along

the x-axis is presented in Fig. 5.11(b). Note that the variation in the reactance is smaller

for a large change in the X¡ value, compared to the previous case. Similar effects are

observed for f ,,, and f ,, as well, and not shown here. Thus, by adjusting the probe

location, good impedance matching can be found for the frequencies of the loaded and

unloaded mode.

+ lX,^'(,1'. -111.5.1.5
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Fig. 5.11: The effects of different probe locations on the impedance of the loaded mode

frequency f ,, of the square ring antenna in Fig. 5.7(a): (a) varying Yp withXp=

-10.5 mm. (b) varying X¡ with Yp= 2.5 mm. The antenna parameters are: L1=

35 mm, Lz= 17.5 ÍlID, VØ= 8.75 mm. Gap size, g = 1 mm. Substrate parameters:

€,=2.5,h= I.57 mm, and tanõ= 0.0019.
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5.4 Design guideline

By carefully studying the parametric data, and the discussion about the loading in

Section 5.2, we can establish a relationship among the loaded and unloaded mode

frequencies, and present the design equations based on the ring parameters. The unloaded

mode frequency,f,,, is due to the TMnmode of the square ring, and its corresponding

wavelength ),,, in the dielectric can be found from:

L -),Qv9unloaded u

where 1",,, is the average circumferential length of the square ring, and can be calculated

from the physical parameters of the ring as follows:

From )",,, the unloaded mode frequency f,, can be easily calculated using the following

equation:

1*,,,,*u", :(t-r+w)x4

f,=

As mentioned earlier, the current distribution plot at f ,, of the loaded square ring

antenna in Fig. 5.3(c) indicates that the dipole mode is excited causing the resonance at

/f,. Based on the parametric study, it is clear that we can relate f ,, and f, by the

4,JÇ

(s.2)

following equation:

f ,,=0.5f,

(s.3)

(s.4)
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Again, from different return loss plots and the parametric study in Section 5.3

fr, = f,* fu

The reason for the equation (5.6) being approximate is that for the case of square ring,

because of the strong fringing effect on the corners, summation of frt and f,, is not

exactly equal to frr.f we can have a geometry with smooth bending, such as, annular

ring, and thus, have less fringing effect, we will have the following relationship among

three frequencies:

fr, = f,* Ír,

To facilitate this claim, the retum loss plot for a loaded annular ring antenna

having an inner diameter of 12 mm, and outer diameter of 21 mm, on a foam substrate

with thickness 0.8 mm, is presented in Fig. 5.17. Considering its average diameter be the

average of its inner and outer diameters, its average circumferential length is 104 mm.

Due to the loading, its three resonances occur at 1.510 GHz, 3.074 GHz and 4.509 GHz.

In this case, loaded and mode frequencies follow equation (5.7).

(s.6)

It is to be noted that the above discussion is valid as long as a thin substrate is

used for the square ring antenna. When the substrate thickness is much higher, the second

unloaded mode disappears, as discussed in Section 5.3.2.

(s.7)
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Fig. 5.17: Return loss plot of the gap-loaded annular ring antenna on an infinite ground

plane, with its geometry. The antenna parameters are: inner diameter = 12 mm,

outer diameter = 21 mm, probe position: X¡ = -15.5 mm, Y¡ = 2 mm, Foam

substrate thickness = 0.8 mm.

Frequency (GHz)
3.8

5.5 Antenna miniaturization by loading

Since loading generates a resonance much lower than the unloaded mode

frequency, the miniaturization aspect of this antenna is discussed in this section. We can

compare the lowest resonance frequency (fr,) of this structure with the typical square

patch antenna. A 35 mm-square patch [as shown in Fig. 2.8(c)] on a substrate material,

with s' - 2.5, h = 1.57 mm, and taná= 0.0019, on an infinite ground plane, resonates at

2.61 GHz, as found in the simulation obtained using Ansoft Designer version 3.0. A
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symmetric probe location, Xr= -5 mm, and Yp= 0 mm, can be used for this case. When a

17.5 mm x 17.5 mm square metal portion is removed from the center of the square patch,

the 35 mm-square ring resonates at 2.086 GHa as shown earlier in Fig. 5.1(b). The

antenna is symmetrically fed by a 50-ç¿ SMA probe at Xp - -10.5 mm, Ir = 0 mm in

this case. The unloaded mode frequency is 80Vo of the resonance frequency of the

conventional square patch antenna. It is necessary to mention here that the resonance

frequency of the square ring antenna can be lowered if the width of the ring is made

n¿urower. Note that in order to obtain the resonance at 2.086 GHz by a square patch

antenna, the size has to be 44 mm, which indicates a reduction in antenna size of 207o for

square ring. It is worth repeating here that with a symmetric probe-feed, it is not practical

to match the square ring antenna with a narrow width to a 50-ohm input circuit.

When the antenna is loaded with a small gap, as presented in Fig. 5.7(a), several

other resonances are excited, and the lowest resonance of the antenna isftt - I.043 GHz,

as shown in Fig. 5.7(b). This frequency is 507o of the resonance frequency of the

unloaded case, and the reduction in antenna size is 607o compared to the conventional

square patch antenna. Therefote, a much smaller antenna can be obtained by loading the

square ring antenna.

Again, if we look at the gain patterns of this antenna, its peak gain is only -6.3

dBi, which conforms to the well-known limitation of the miniaturized antenna: the

smaller the antenna is, the poorer the gain is [4]. Later, in this chapter, we will discuss

more about such poor gain of miniaturized antennas obtained from the square ring

antenna, and in the next chapter, a solution to this problem will be developed.
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In order to verify the gain patterns obtained from Ansoft Designer, another

prototype was fabricated such that it can operate at a higher frequency, t.64 GHz, and

this is just to avoid the measurement of gain at much lower frequencies, not available in

the AntennaLab. The dimensions, for this case, are mentioned in the caption of Fig. 5.19,

which has the simulated and measured return loss plot for the first loaded mode

frequency. Both simulated and measured -10 dB return loss bandwidths, at this

frequency, arc 3.75 MHz, however, a small shifting of the resonance frequency can be

noticed. Again, for simulation, an infinite ground is considered, whereas for

measurement, a ground plane size of 32 cmx 32 cm was used. Figs. 5.20 and 5.21 show

the simulated and measured co- and cross-polarization levels of the antenna at the first

loaded mode frequency, respectively. A good agreement is observed between simulated

and measured results. It is clear that the cross-polar level is high at the loaded mode

frequency, due to high orthogonal currents for unloaded mode.

-5

6'
E
- -'t0

U)

-15

F'ig. 5.19: Simulated and measured return loss plots of the square ring antenna loaded

with a horizontal gap at loaded mode frequency,fu = 1.64 GHz. The antenna

parameters are (in mm): Z¡ = 34, Lz = I7 .1, W = 8.45, g = 2. Foam substrate

thickness, h = I0.

1.63 1.635 1.64 1.645
Frequency (GHz)
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Fig. 5.20: (a) simulated and (b) measured gain patterns in the Q = 0o plane of the square

ring antenna loaded with a horizontal gap at loaded mode frequency, fu =

I.64GHz The antennaparameters are the same as in caption of Fig. 5.19.
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Fig.5.21: (a) simulated and (b) measured gain patterns in the Ø=90o plane of the square

ring antenna, loaded with a horizontal gap, at loaded mode frequency, f¡1 =
I .64 GHz. The antenna parameters are the same as in caption of Fig. 5. 19.
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5.7 Modified gap-loaded square ring antenna

The lowest loaded mode frequency of the gap-loaded square ring antenna can be

lowered further by modifying slot shape inside the square ring. The designs in Fig.

5.22(a) and 5.22(b) have been proposed in 123, 241. Here a capacitive feeding is used,

because the ring width is very narrow, and as such, probe-feed becomes impossible. The

feed line and the ring are etched on a substrate with dielectric permittivity €, =2.5,and

thickness of 0.79 mm, which is placed over the infinite ground plane with a foam in

between, having a thickness of 6.35 mm. The feed line impedance is 50-Q, which is

excited by an SMA probe.

Other variations of the slot can also be possible, and an example is shown in Fig.

5.22(c).In all three cases, I = 1 mm. The main idea here is to lengthen the current flow

path, which lowers the loaded mode frequency. The ring size is 12 mm x 12 mm for all

three cases. Note that a 12 mm-square patch on a substrate, with dielectric permittivity

€, =2.5, and thickness of 0.79 mm, will operate at7.5 GHz Antenna# (a) operates at

2.184 GHa as shown in Fig. 5.23, which indicates a size reduction of about 70.8Vo.

Similarly, loaded mode frequency of antenna # (b) is I.7I GHz, and that of antenna # (c)

is 1.43 GHz, indicating size reductions of 77.2Vo and80.9Vo, respectively, compared to

the square patch antenna. However, from Table 5.5, we can see that as the antenna size

gets smaller, the bandwidth gets n¿urower.

Again, as the cuffent is much higher at the edges of narrow strips, the resistive

losses are much higher. Therefore, the gain level is very low, especially for antenna # (b)
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and antenna # (c), as can be found in Figs. 5.24-5.26.In the next chapter, we are going to

present a method to reduce the resistive loss, and enhance the gain of miniaturized

microstrip antennas.
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Table 5.5: Performance properties of the modified open square ring antennas in Fig. 4.10

on infinite ground plane

Antenna Feed line

length

# (a)

Loaded

mode

frequency

(GHz)

Fr=6mm

# (b)

lO-dB RL

BW

(MHz)

Fl=10mm

2.184

# (c) Fr=18mm

Gain (accepted) at loaded

mode frequency

(dBi)

Q= 0o Ø= 90o

2183 -2187
(= 4MHz)

O.206Vo

r.7l

5.8 Conclusion

1709 - l7r2

(= 3 MHz)

0.2O5Vo

1.43

Co: 1.52

Cross: -22

In this chapter, the loaded and unloaded modes of the gap-loaded square ring

antenna were discussed. Because of loading, two more resonances were noticed around

the unloaded mode frequency. The important features of the loaded modes were

presented with a parametric study. A relationship was established among loaded and

unloaded mode frequencies. The simulated results were confirmed with experimental

results. The first loaded mode frequency was much lower than the unloaded mode

frequency of the square ring, which indicated a huge size reduction. However, the gain at

1427 - 1429.7

(=2.7 MHz)

0.L\Vo

Co: -6.22

Cross: -25.64

Co:1.52

Cross: -22

Co: -9.98

Cross: -33

Co: -6.22

Cross: -25.64

Co: -9.98

Cross: -33
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this frequency was too low. The slot inside the square ring could be modified to lower the

loaded mode frequency, to obtain even smaller microstrip antenna. Again, the main

problem with these modified open square ring antennas was their poor gain, due to high

ohmic losses, which resulted from the high currents at the edges of the narrow rings. In

the next chapter, a multi-layer laminated conductor concept will be presented which has

the capability of reducing the resistive losses.
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CHAPTER SIX

Gain Improvernent of MinÍatr¡rized Square Ring ,A,ntennas

6. l lntroduction

Miniaturized antennas normally have poor gain and efficiency. tn the case of

miniaturized microstrip antennas, such as miniaturized square ring antennas presented in

the previous chapter, high ohmic loss is the main cause of their reduced gain and

efficiency. For a simple square ring antenna, this can be explained easily using the

current distribution on the strip of the ring. As mentioned earlier, naffower width (L2/L1 =

large) of the square ring antenna indicates smaller antenna. As shown in Fig. 6.1, when

the width of square ring is made very naffow (L2/Lt = 0.93) to make square ring antenna

smaller, the currents become excessively large at inner and outer edges of the ring,

compared to that of a square ring antenna with wider strip width. Therefore, ,I2R loss, or

conductor loss, is much higher, which contributes to reduced gain and efficiency.

To reduce the resistive loss in coaxial cables and transmission lines, laminated

conductors have been used, each having thickness less than or around skin depth, instead

of a single conductor, which essentially increases the penetration depth of the

electromagnetic wave 125, 261. Here, a multi-layered planar conductor is studied to

explain the concept of laminated conductor. Since microstrip antennas are formed with
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A uniform plane wave is propagating in the +z direction in free-space (medium 1),

and impinges normally at a plane boundary with medium 2 at z = 0. Medium t has a

dielectric permittivity of e, and a permeability of lto, and its propagation factor is given

by:

ko = a¡rfpoeo

There will be reflection and transmission at this boundary U2,731. An x- or y-

polarized incident field can be considered. The electric and magnetic fields for the

incident and reflected waves in medium 1 are:

E, = Coexp(-¡noz)

E, = C,exp (7fr02)

u, = 
hr,exp 

(-;koz)

,, = -hctexp( jkoz)

Therefore, the total electric and magnetic fields in medium 1 is the sum of the incident

component and reflected component:

E, = Coexp(- ¡noz) + c,exp( jkoz) (6.8)

(6.3)

,, = hro 
exp (- ¡koz) - Ju c, exp ( ¡t<oz)

The remaining part of the incident wave will be transmitted to medium 2, and the field

within this medium can be represented by both forward and backward waves:
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(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.e)



En, = E, = Crexp(- jk,,,r)+ C, exp ( jtr,,r)

H,,: H, = 
frr,exp(- ¡k,,2)- 

þr,c,exp(¡k,,,2)

In medium 3, only forward wave in +z direction exists,

E, = Er: C4 exp (- jkor)

t,
H, = H, - 

ruo 
coexp(- jlrnr)

Ø!o

The continuity of the tangential components at the

E, = E, which gives

-Cr+Cr*Cr=l

At 1- 0, H, = H", which gives

,,(h).,,(h).,,e)=(*)

At z-- a , Ez = z'r, which gives

which is the transmitted wave:

(6.12)

(6.13)

interfaces requires that at z=0,

(6.10)

(6.11)

c,lexp(* ¡tc,,,o))* Crlexp(ik,,,a)]- t, [exp(-jkoal] = o

At Z= a, H, = 11., which gives

,,(Y^)n.p Ç i k,,,el - c,(;)v*, i k 
^ 
a)l - c o[ - ä)' *' (- i k oa)f = s (6 t7 )

Therefore, we have four equations: equations (6.14)-(6.17), and four unknown

amplitudes: Cr, Cr, C, and Co, considering Co, the amplitude of the incident wave, to

be known, and equal to 1. These four equations can be expressed in a matrix form, as

shown in equation (6.18):
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-1 I

!p- km

ato Ø€m

o exp(-¡t<*a)

o J* 
"*01-jk*a)Ø€m

(6.18)

The four unknowns can be found by solving the matrix, and thus, the reflected and

transmitted powers can be calculated. Based on the transmitted and reflected powers, the

power lost inside the lossy material can be found using the following equations:

1

km

Ø€m

exp(¡t<*a)

- h"*n, ik*o) - &*ol ir,o")

0

0

o-t-19,1--W'L-2rl 2r7 2ry

where, 4 is the wave impedance. The first term in the above equation is the incident

power, the second term is the reflected power and the third term is the transmitted power.

-"^p (-;roo)

c1 I

no

%
c2

C
3̂

c4

Medium 2 in Fig. 6.2 can be conductor or dielectric, based on the material

properties. ff we consider a conducting material with a finite thickness having tn, = 1, the

power lost in the material decreases as the conductivity, 6^ increases, as shown in Fig.

6.3. Moreover, the power loss increases with frequency. The power loss is calculated

using equation (6.19). The MATLAB code, to solve the matrix in equation (6.18) and to

calculate the power loss, is presented in Appendix B.

0

0

(6.1e)
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,, = h r, exp (- ¡ k,,,2) - þr,c, 
exp ( ¡k,,2)

Medium 3:

E, = Coexp(-¡k,z)+crexp( jk,z)

,, =h,r^exp(-¡tc,z)-fic,exp(¡t,z) (6.26)

Medium 4:

Eo: Cuexp(-¡t<*z)+ C, exp(¡k,,,2)

, * : hr, exp (- ¡k,,2) - þrc, exp ( ¡k,,2)

Medium 5:

(6.24)

E, = crexp(- ¡koz) (6.29)

H, =Je-crexp(-¡tcrz) (6.30)- @þo

(6.2s)

If we apply the boundary condition of matching tangential electric and magnetic

fields along the boundaries z = 0, z = ar, z = ar, and z = az, we are going to have eight

equations for eight unknown amplitudes: Cr, Cr, C, Co, Cr, Cu, C, and Cr, which can

be expressed in matrix form, as shown below:
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-l I

*o Àr,

,êo @Ênt

u cxPt-Jt,,¡4t.,

o r"' 
"*pl-;r,,,,, ì

(Ðe ù

00

00

00

00

I

-k,

"rp(;t,,,,, )

-Ju""n(;¡,,,,,)
@Ent

0

0

0

0

0

0

-""n (-;1,,, )
t.

----Lcxp{-jr,¿, )
@tl

"*p 
(-;1,". )

t.
---l-cxpl-jr,¿1 )
oÊt

0

o

In this case, the power lost in three layers will be:

0

0

-"*p (r,,, )
I

__.t_""p(;r,", 
)

"*p 
( ¡r,,, )

t.
--1-¡¡p{;¡,¿. I

oEl

0

o

0

0

0

0

-"*p(-¡.,.)

_ r,,, 
""p{_;r,,,n" I(ùÊil,

""nþ;r,,,",)
t' 

""pl-;r,,,,,ìat nt

P,:

where C, and C, are the amplitude of the reflected and transmitted waves in media I and

5, respectively.

1 _ lc,l' _lgl:
2r7 2q 2r7

0

0

0

0

-*p(¡*.'rl
t,,' 

"*pl;r,,,,, )
@€nt

""p 
(;r,,,,, )

_ t,,, 
"*p(;r,,,., Ia€.,

Now, if we want to consider 
"?' 

number of layers, where the conducting layer and

the laminating dielectric layer will repeat several times, we have a system of planar

conductor, as shown in Fig.6.5. Considering two free-space regions, there are n + 2

numbers of media.

0

0

0

0

0

0

- 
""n 

(- ¡*0,, )

- *o 
"*nl-rr,,,,@ê0

cl

c.

c1

c.

c!

cl

c.

ct

(

I

to

Mo

0

0

0

0

0

0

1)

We can write field equations as we have done for the three-layer case for different

media starting from medium l, and continue until the free-space region after the last

layer, as also suggested for layered dielectric media in U4l. The electric and magnetic

fields for the last layer can be written as follows:

6.3

(6.32)

Er, = Cr,exp(- jk,,z)* Cz,*rexp( jk,,z)
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Applying the matching boundary condition at the boundaries z = 0, at, ã2, a3 ,

.., a,,, wewill get2n +2numberof equationsfor2n+2 numberof unknown

amplitudes: Cr, Cr, Cr, . Cz,*z.These equations canberepresentedin matrix

form as shown below to solve for the unknowns:

Mr., Mr2 Mr3 0 0

M.., M r.t M.3 o o

0 M1."dt Mr.rd, Mr.ud, Mr.rd,

o M4J4 Mo.rd, Mo.od, Mo.rd,

0o0Ms.Ad.Mr.rd,
0 o 0 M6.4d.Mu.od.

0

0

00
00
00
00

M r.od, M r.rd,
M u.od, M u.od,

0

0

0

0

Here, Mr,r=-I , Mr.r=l Mr.r=-I ,

^, -kolYlat -- a€o

^,Í - km
lul)1 --

@€m

M^--- k*
z'r 0€m

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

M z,*r.zd, M z"tt.z,*td,

M.,*,.d, Mr,*r.r,*rd,

cl

c2

c3

c4

cs

,:

cz,,+t

Cz,*z

I =1 and

Yl

Y2

0

0

0

0

0

0

u-kor) - a€o

M z,*t.zu*zd,

M z.n+z-2,+zd,

M r,rd,= exp(- ¡k*ar)

M r.rd, = "*p(¡*or)

. Also,

(6.37)

(6.38)

(6.39)
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Mr,odr- -exp (-¡nfr)

Mr,rd, = -"*p(ftr"r)

Mo.rd,= ]&-"^p(-i**a)
@tm \

M ,d, = -ffi"*v(in*or)

M o,od, = -h"*r(- ¡ofr)

M o.d, = 
h"*r(ikft)

M r.od, = "*p(-itror)

M r.rd, = "*p(itror)

Mr.udr--exp (-in*tr)

Mr,rdr--exp (**tr)

Mu.od,=!"*n(-ior"r)
@tI \

M u.nd, = -h"^n(¡of r)

(6.43)

(6.44)

(6.4s)

(6.46)

(6.47)

(6.48)

(6.4e)

(6.50)

(6.s 1)

(6.s1)

7t7

(6.52)

(6.s3)



M u.od, = -ffi"*v(- in*or)

Mu.nd,=ffi. r(ih'r)

Mzn*t.znd, = exp(- ¡k*a,,)

M 
z u+',zn+td n = exp ( ¡k*a,)

M z,+t.2,+zdn - -exp (- j,roo,,)

M zn*z.znd u = ]4- 
"*p 

(- jk*o,)
0€m

M z,+z.zn*td,, = -9"xp(¡k*a^
0Em

M 2,*z.zn*2d n= - 
j9- 

"*o 
(- j n 

oo,,a€o

(6.s4)

(6.ss)

(6.56)

(6.s7)

(6.s8)
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For this n-layer system of planar conductor, the power lost can be calculated using

the following equation:

o_ r lc,l' lcr*.|'rt- 
,- ,rt - ,r?

In this case, C, and Cr,,*, are the amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted waves,

respectively. By solving the matrix in equation (6.37), power lost in the laminated

conductor system in Fig. 6.5 can be calculated. A MATLAB code, to solve this matrix, is

attached in Appendix C.

The main aim of this formulation is to evaluate the performance of a planar

conductor, where several layers of conducting material, each one laminated with a

dielectric material having a thickness in the order of skin depth, are used. Before we start

the discussion on the loss in the planar laminated conductor, the definition of skin depth

is given first.

In good conductors, a high-frequency electromagnetic wave is attenuated very

rapidly as it propagates in a good conductor U3,751. The depth of wave penetration in

good conductor is called 'skin depth', and is defined by:

(6.62)

6-

For the convenience of the readers, several tables are attached

different skin depths for different conductivities, ø.

I----;:
,ltrf po
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MATLAB plots are discussed next to see the effects of having multiple laminated

conducting layers on the loss of the planar conductor. For conductivity o,, = 10t, Fig. 6.6

shows that when several laminated conducting layers are used, instead of a single

conducting material layer, loss decreases. Each laminated conductor layer, the thickness

of which is designated as /., comprises a conducting layer with an infinitesimal thickness

and the laminating dielectric layer having a thickness ( r, ) around the skin depth for a

given frequency range. Although the thickness of the conducting layer is infinitesimal,

there will be finite surface current distribution on the surface of the conducting material,

which will cause finite ohmic losses. The significant loss reduction occurs when a few

number of laminated conductor layers (2 or 5) are used. Although with 15 layers or more,

the loss reduction can be observed, however, after 25 layers, the loss reduction is not

significant, but still the power loss is less than that of the single layer case. The overall

thickness (r) increases as more number of layers is used, and ¡ is much higher compared

to the skin depth of the conducting material.

If we restrict the overall thickness f, as the number of laminated conducting layers

increases, the loss reduces, as shown in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 for two conductivities: õ^ =103

and o. = 105. When the conductivity is higher, the loss is less, as can be noticed in these

figures. For each case, the laminated conductor thickness is smaller than the skin depth.

Note that for large number of layers, the laminated conductor layer thickness becomes

much smaller than the skin depth, which translates into lower loss compared to that of

few number of layers. However, the amount of reduction in loss is small for the case with
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only for the patch conductor, and the ground conductor is assumed infinite to simplifli the

computer simulation in Ansoft Designer, Version 3.

6.3.1 Square ring antenna

Consider the simple geometry of the microstrip square ring antenna with a naffow

width, as shown in Fig. 6.10. The size of the ring is L1= 60 mm, with width W = 5 mm, i.e.

Lz/ Lt = 0.84, which operates at l.4I GHz on a foam substrate having thickness å = I mm.

We have used multiple thin laminated conductor layers (as depicted in Fig.6.11) rather

than a single conductor. Table 6.1 shows that for a single copper conductor having an

infinitesimal thickness, the gain of the antenna is 4.56 dBi116,77l.

When multiple laminated conductor layers are used to form the square ring, a

significant improvement in the gain is observed, as indicated in the simulation results in

Table 6.1 and Fig.6.12. An infinitesimal thickness of copper is used in the simulation

obtained from Ansoft Designer, version 3. To better understand the effects of having

multiple laminated conductor layers, air gaps are used between conductor layers instead of

dielectrics. Each laminated conductor has a conductor layer with infinitesimal thickness,

and an air gap with I ¡rm thickness. The thickness of each laminated conductor layer (r.) is

around the skin depth. For 6 layers, with overall thickness (Ð of 6 pm, the antenna gain is

6.92 dBL2.36 dB higher than that of the single conductor case. When air gap (4) is 3 pm,

a peak gain of 8.84 dBi is observed for 4 layers having an overall thickness of 12 pm. This
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indicates an increase in the gain of 4.28 dB, compared to a single layer case, as shown in

Fig. 6.13.

_.__.+X

E+¿

--l^

EI U

lnput
Side view

Fig. 6.10: Geometry of the square-ring antenna on foam substrate: (a) top view, (b) side

view. Antenna parameters: 17 = 60 mm, W = 5 mm, L2= 50, h= 1 mm.
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Fig.6.L1: Side view of a square ring antenna on a foam substrate, (a) with a single solid

conductor, (b) with multiple thin laminated conductor layers.
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Fig. 6.13: Variations of the gain of the ring antenna in Fig. 6.10 for multiple laminated

conductor layers at L4I GHz in the Q= 0o plane: t,= 3 1.m.

The square ring antenna, discussed above, has no dielectric loss, since foam layer

is considered as the substrate. Let us consider another miniaturized microstrip antenna, H-

shaped microstrip antenna, which has dielectric loss, and use multiple laminated

conductors to see whether gain can be improved.

6.3.2 tl-shaped miniaturized antenna

Geometry of the H-shaped microstrip antenna is shown in Fig. 6.14. Like the ring

antenna, its gain reduces due to increased losses caused by the miniaturization. This

r=
c0E
-c
(õ
o
Eo
o-
c)o(J
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geometry is selected here to find the generality of the technique. The antenna ls on a

microwave substrate having relative permittivity, t, = 2.5, loss tangent, tanõ = 0.0019

and thickness = 1.6 mm. The antenna is operating at2 GHz [78]. The antenna has both

conductor and dielectric losses (5.04 dB), with the later one dominating the loss (1.47 dB),

as shown in Fig. 6.15. When multiple laminated conductors are used for this antenna, the

gain remains nearly 3.69 dBi, indicating no significant gain improvement, as shown in Fig.

6.16. This discussion suggests that the use of several laminated conductor layers cannot

reduce the dielectric loss, and can only improve the gain when conductor loss is the

dominant cause of losses.

3û mm

Y

L_*,

Fig. 6.14: Geometry of the H-shaped microstrip antenna, on a substrate having €, = 2.5,

tanõ = 0.0019 and 14 = 1.6 mm, with antenna dimensions.
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Fig.6.15: Gain patterns, in /- 0o plane, of the H-shaped antenna in Fig. 6.14 at2GHz,in

order to calculate the conductor and dielectric losses.

4i

l
l

l

Fig.6.16: Gain patterns, in /- 0o plane, of the H-shaped antenna in Fig. 6.74 at2GH4

with multiple laminated conductor with r. = 0.5 pm.
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6.3.3 Miniaturized loaded square ring antenna

Now we consider another miniaturized antenna, the capacitively-fed modified

loaded square ring microstrip antenna, as discussed in section 5.7 in the previous chapter.

It was mentioned earlier that this antenna is a miniaturized antenna to a greater extent.

Moreover, it has a poor gain. More detail geometry of the antenna is presented in Fig.

6.17. The antenna is on a dielectric substrate with s, =2.5, thickness =0.79 mm, and

tanõ= 0.0019, which is separated from the ground plane by a foam of thickness 6.35 mm.

From Fig. 6.18, we can see that its conductor loss is the dominant factor of the total loss

of 4.48 dB. For the single conductor (infinitesimal thickness) case, its gain is 1.52 dBi.

However, when several laminated conductors are used, its gain increases, as shown in

Fig. 6.19. For 3 layers, its gain is 2.88 dBi, with an air gap of 0.5 ¡.rm, and overall

conductor thickness, t = 1.5 U.m., as mentioned in Table 6.2. A very small shifting of the

operating frequency is observed when more number of layers is used.

1zmm

12mrn
l2

GrounrJ Plane

5û ohn SMA
probe

Top view Síde view

Fig. 6.172 Geometry of the modified loaded square ring antenna, on a substrate having

€, =2.5, thickness =0.79 mm, and tanõ=0.0019.
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Table 6.2: Effects of multiple laminated conductor layers on the gain of the modified

loaded square ring antenna in Fig. 6.17: t, = 0.5 Ltm

Number of

Laminated

conductor layers

Overall conductor

thickness

r (pm)

Peak accepted gain

(at2.22 GHz)

(dBi)

Single conductor Infinitesimal r.52

I 0.5 2.42

2 I 2.78

.J 1.5 2.88

4 2 2.83

It is important to mention here that when perfect electric conductor (PEC) is

considered as the infinitesimal conductor layers, the gain improvement cannot be

achieved, as can be noticed in Fig. 6.20. With multiple laminated conductors with PEC,

the accepted gain stays at 3.65 dBi as shown in Figs. 6.20 (a), (c) and (e). Apparently, the

beamwidth, in each case, does not change with increasing number of layers. For these

cases, when copper is considered as the conducting material, the conductor loss occurs,

which is mentioned in those figures. It is evident that with increasing number of layers,

the copper loss is reduced. For each case, when copper loss is added to its accepted gain,

the curve overlaps with its accepted gain obtained considering PEC. This suggests that

the gain improvement is due to the reduction in the ohmic loss because of the use of

multiple laminated conductors.
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6.5 Experimental stttdy

In order to verify the gain enhancement technique presented in previous sections,

attempts have been made to fabricate a miniaturized antenna with several laminated

conductors. To avoid sophisticated and expensive micro-fabrication to have thin

laminating dielectric layer thickness, a commercially available low-loss substrate

material, RT/Duroid 5880, is used as laminating dielectric. Its permittivity (e,) is 2.2,

thickness is 254 pm, and loss tangent is only 0.0009.

Simulated return loss plot of the antenna in Fig. 6.17, with multiple laminated

conductor, using RT/Duroid 5880 material as the laminating dielectric is shown in Fig.

6.25. As the number of layers increases from 1 to 3 the frequency for minimum ,Sl Boes

to lower frequencies. It is necessary to mention here that when the thickness of each

laminated conductor layer is very small, this shifting is negligible. The ,S77 values become

worse with the increased number of layers, which indicates poor impedance match. The

matching can be easily improved by changing the length of the capacitive feed line.

In the case of gain, accepted gain, at the frequency of minimum S77, increases as

the number of layers increases, as expected, Fig. 6.26, with 2.69 dBi gain for the case of

3 layers. The antenna with l, 2, and 3 layers, using the same substrate, was fabricated in

the antenna laboratory and the machine shop at the University of Manitoba.

Measured return loss plots of four cases are shown in Fig. 6.27 . As the simulated

case, the frequency for minimum S77 foes also to the lower frequency for the measured
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antenna. However, in the measured case, the amount of shifting in the frequency is larger

compared to the simulated ones.

In the case of gain, we can see the enhancement in measured gain due to the

increase in number of layers. Here also, the gain is measured at the frequency of

minimum S¡i. However, due to the mismatch loss, as can be seen in Fig.6.26, the gain is

not as high as the simulated ones. It is necessary to mention here that due to mismatch

loss, the gain drops. A table is attached in Appendix E to quantify the reduction in

antenna gain due to mismatch loss. If we take into account the gain drop due to mismatch

loss, the measured gain agrees well with the simulated ones, as shown in Table 6.5.

The peak of the gain did not occur along boresight (at á = 0o), may be due to the

misalignment of the antenna with respect to the reference antenna. Moreover, multiple

layers are glued to each other by hand, which can also cause misalignment of the layers.

The laminating dielectric material was not rigid, which could cause a non-uniformity in

the layers. These could be reasons for discrepancy between the simulated and measured

return losses and gains. Considering these practical issues and complexity of the

structure, it can be concluded that the measured results are in good agreement with the

simulated ones.
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Table 6.5: Simulated and measured return losses and gains of the modified loaded square

ring antenna in Fig. 6.17, using multiple laminated conductors. Laminating dielectric:

RT/Duroid 5880: r" =254 þfr, €, - 2.2, and tanõ= 0.0009.

6.6 Conclusion

A unique gain enhancement technique is presented in this chapter to increase the

gain of miniaturized microstrip square ring antennas. The main idea here is to reduce the

ohmic loss by introducing several laminating conducting layers, instead of a single

conductor. In the case of a planar conductor, it has been shown that when several

laminating conductor layers are used, the power lost in the conductor is less compared to
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Simulated Measured

Number of

laminated

conductor

layers

Overall

conductor

thickness

¿ (.tm)

Frequency

for minimum

Sr¡ (GHz)/

Value

(dB)

Peak

accepted

gain

(dBi)

Frequency for

minimum S¡7

(GHz)l

Value

(dB)

Peak

gain

(dBi)

Peak

accepted

gain

(dBi)

Single

conductor

Infinitesima 2.221

(-13.s)

1.52 2.22

(-13.38)

0.51 0.5 r

I 254 2.1925

(-s.2)

2.51 2.r95

(-e.0s)

0.84 t.34

2 508 2.1825

(-4)

2.61 2.1325

(-8.7)

1.39 2.51

J 762 2.t65

(-3.3)

2.69 2.055

(-1.e)

r.64 2.67



a single conducting material. When more number of layers are used, the reduction in the

loss is more, however, with a few number of layers, a significant loss reduction occurs.

The method is applied to microstrip ring

conductor and ground conductor. It was found

dominant source of the loss in microstrip ring

increased by using several laminated conducting

ohmic loss of these antennas.

antennas, which consist of the patch

that when the conductor loss is the

antennas, the antenna gain could be

layers, which essentially reduces the

Although laminating materials with ¿, = 1 and very thin thickness are sufficient

to substantially increase the gain, for the ease of fabrication, we used low-loss thicker

laminating material with q. = 2.2 to fabricate a miniaturized antenna with several

laminated conducting layers. The simulated and measured results are in good agreement,

taking into consideration the practical issues and complexity of the structure.
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Conclusion

7"1 Summary

In this thesis, microstrip square ring antenna was investigated on the basis of

wideband and multi-band operation, polarization, and loss reduction. Microstrip ring

antennas are miniaturized antennas, and come with typical problems of small antennas,

such as naffow impedance bandwidth, polarization impurity and poor gain. Research

was carried out to overcome these problems, and methods that were developed during

the research to address these problems were presented in this thesis.

At first, different antenna miniaturization techniques were discussed, along with

a brief review on microstrip ring antennas, or more specifically, microstrip square ring

antennas. General disadvantages of square ring antennas were mentioned. Narrow

bandwidth is one of those disadvantages, and when it comes to the case of circularly

polarized square dng antennas with a single feed, the problem is even more severe.

However, several corner-perturbed dual-layer square ring antennas were designed with

wider axial ratio bandwidths. As the corner perturbation, both negative and positive

perturbations were successfully used on both parasitic and driven rings to widen the

axial ratio bandwidth.
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One unique case was the hybrid perturbation scheme, where the driven ring was

negatively perturbed, and the parasitic ring was positively perturbed. The locations of

the perturbations were chosen using the concept of sequential rotation so that the

stacked configuration generated circular polarization. One important advantage of this

design was its capability of covering wider angular region in the upper hemisphere.

The effects of having finite ground plane were also studied, where it was shown

that having symmetric ground plane is an important issue in the case of circularly

polarized stacked square ring antennas. Moreover, it was mentioned that smaller ground

planes degrade the CP performance of the antenna, which can be improved again by

changing ring sizes and the ring separation. The simulated results were confirmed by

comparing them with the measurement results, obtained after testing several corner-

perturbed stacked square ring antennas, fabricated at the Antenna Laboratory at the

University of Manitoba.

Study was carried out to obtain multi-band operation from stacked square ring

antenna, as it allows accommodating more resonators inside the square rings. It is

obvious that these resonators will resonate at much higher frequencies than those of the

stacked rings. Feeding three rings, to operate them in three frequencies, was the main

challenge in this case. Capacitive feedings were chosen for both bottom ring and the

ring inside the top ring. The bottom ring, excited using an outside feed line, works as

the excitation for the top outer ring. An inside capacitive feed line was chosen for the

top inner ring. Moreover, the capacitive feeding allows us to have rings with naffower

widths, thus making it easier to accommodate another ring inside the top ring. Circular
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polarization was achieved from this antenna by using two feed lines for the bottom ring,

and two feed lines for the top inner ring, exciting one with 90o phase shift with respect

to the other on the same layer.

A specific application of such a design is in the modernized global positioning

system, where three bands,L5,L2 and Ll, are to be covered. The antenna with three

rings was optimized to cover these three GPS frequencies with circular polarization.

The antenna has advantages in terms of overall height and size over other designs,

available in the open literature for the tri-band GPS application. In this case, the results

were confirmed by simulating the antennas using two commercial software: Ansoft

Designer, version 3 and Ansoft IIFSS, version 10.

Multi-band operation can also be achieved from square ring antenna when it is

loaded with a small gap or slit. It was shown that due to the loading, two other modes,

called loaded modes, are excited around the TMll or unloaded mode frequency of the

square ring, when an asymmetric feed location was chosen. The polarization of each of

these modes can be altered by introducing the gap either on the horizontal arm or on the

vertical arm. A parametric study was conducted to understand the nature of the loaded

modes, and to establish a relationship among these loaded and unloaded mode

frequencies.

In fact, by loading, we obtain a miniaturized antenna, as the first loaded mode

frequency is much lower than the frequency of the conventional square patch. Some

other modified loaded square ring antennas were also discussed, where the slot inside
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the square ring was modified for further miniaturization. The probe-feed was not

capable of providing 50-ohm impedance match for these antennas. Therefore, a

capacitive feeding was selected. However, these miniaturized antennas suffer from

serious gain problem, as the miniaturization leads to the high ohmic loss. These results

were also confirmed by comparing simulated and measured results.

A method was presented to reduce ohmic losses in miniaturized microstrip

square ring antennas, where several laminated conductor layers were used, instead of

just one conducting layer. It was shown analytically that when multiple laminated

conducting layers are used for a planar conductor, the power lost in it is much less

compared to that with a single conducting layer. When the thickness of each layer is

much smaller than the skin depth of the conducting material, and the number of layers is

greater, the amount of loss reduction increases.

In case of modified loaded square ring antenna, when several layers of

laminated conductor layers were used, a significant improvement in the gain was

observed, compared to the single conducting layer case. In order to avoid expensive

micro-fabrication methods, a thicker dielectric material was chosen as the laminating

dielectric. The fabricated results matched well with the simulated ones.
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7.2 Future research

There are several scopes available for future research. First of all, the thesis

deals with microstrip square ring antenna. The study can be extended to annular or

elliptical ring antennas to make it more general. Other than that, more specific study can

be conducted in particular area:

In the case of hybrid perturbation method for stacked square rings, the feasibility

of using positive perturbations, in the form of stub protruded to the inside slot on

the driven ring, should be studied. [n fact, different combinations can be studied

thoroughly to generalize the concept of hybrid perturbation method.

In stacked square ring antennas, a third ring was accommodated inside the slot

of the top ring. However, another resonator can be inserted on the bottom layer,

and the possibility of obtaining quad-band operation can be explored. The

feeding will be the big challenge for this case. For circular polarization,

designing and accommodating the phase shifters, and providing excitation to

four feed lines need further and careful study.

Although it has been shown several times in this thesis that the simulated

results obtained from the EM simulator match well with the measured ones,

implementation of circularly polarized capacitively-fed antenna with three rings,

for practical application, can be a topic of future research.
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tr For gap-loaded square ring antennas, analytical solution can be sought to have

more concrete insight about the loaded mode frequencies.

tr Research can be conducted on how one can fabricate patch conductor with

thinner laminated conductor layers in order to reduce the ohmic losses, since

even with thin layers, significant gain enhancement can be obtained.

Moreover, laminated conductor layers were not considered for the

ground conductor, which can be studied in future.
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,4,ppendüces

A,ppendÍx A: Glossary of trmportant Terrns

Gain

IEEE standard definition of gain is: it is the ratio of the radiation intensity in a given

direction, to the radiation intensity that would be obtained if the power accepted by the

antenna were radiated isotropically. If the direction is not specified, the direction of

maximum radiation intensity is implied. The radiation intensity corresponding to the

isotropically radiated power is equal to the power accepted by the antenna divided by 4x

t801.

gain = 4n
radiation intensity

(41)
total accepted power

Gain reference in this thesis is an isotropic

antenna is an antenna transmitting equal radiation

idealized antenna that does not exist in reality.

antenna with dBi units. An isotropic

in all directions. It is a hypothetical

.dccepted Gain

The IEEE definition of gain does not include mismatch loss. However, in practice,

gain is often measured with mismatch loss. In this thesis, the term "Accepted Gain" is the

gain without mismatch loss, i.e. the antenna is considered to be completely matched to the

input circuit.
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If an antenna is without any loss, then in any given direction, its gain is equal to its

directivity. In the case of microstrip antennas, the sources of the loss are: conductor loss and

dielectric loss.

Circular Folarization and Axial Ratio

According to [80], polarization of an antenna in a given direction is defined as the

polarization of the wave transmitted (radiated) by the antenna. When the direction is not

stated, the polarization is taken to be the polarization in the direction of maximum gain.

Polarization of a radiated wave is the direction of the electric field. Therefore, polarization

can be determined by tracing the end point of the arrow representing the instantaneous

electric field.

Polarization can be classified as linear, circular and elliptical. If the electric filed

traces a line, it is called linearly polarized. In general, the electric field traces an ellipse, and

the field is called elliptically polarized. Circularly polarized wave is a special case of

elliptical polarization, when the ellipse becomes a circle. The electric field that traces a circle

or ellipse can be in clockwise or counterclockwise sense. If the rotation of the electric field

vector is clockwise, it is designated as right-hand circular polarization (RHCP), and

counterclockwise as left-hand circular polarization (LHCP)

Axial ratio is the ratio of the major to minor axes of apolarization ellipse. Axial ratio

value of 1 or 0 dB means the perfect circular polarization.
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Substrate Permittivity: Ðielectric Constant and Effective ÐÍelectric

Constant

'When any dielectric material is subjected to electric field, the electrical charges in the

material tend to polarize in response to the field. Permittivity is a measure of the ability of the

material to polarize to the electric field. The electric field is reduced and electric field lines

are concentrated inside the material. The relative static permittivity or relative dielectric

constant (e,) is a measure of the extent to which it concentrates electrostatic lines of flux.

Microstrip line or patch antenna has a dielectric substrate in between the ground and

the patch. It has air above the patch. The electric fields along the edge undergo fringing, as

shown in Fig. A1. In other words, some of the fields are within the dielectric material, and

some are in the air. Therefore, an effective dielectric constant (e, ) is necessary to be

considered, which will be less than e,. For small thickness of the dielectric material, the

effective dielectric constant is given by l2l:

, - =t'*l *t'-r(u]ql-crr 2 2 I L)

Patch

\

(¡'2)

Dielectric
Substrate

(s \ Ground Plane

Fig. A1: Micrsotrip patch antenna on a substrate with fringing electric field lines.
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.A,ppendix E: MAT{-AB code to calculate the power lost Ín single

lossy materÍal with normal incidence of uniformr plane wave

:¿ i:.eIcts l.¡:: :.-ì-lil,i i-Ì:e ii:i,Ì (rii-'i-,i..óil ¿i¡lii L.t¿,rir¡;::ì-'rriIil.a-)ii <-;i. a -ì a;Ë:i!", ::i¿tii..ti.i.i-.iì I
!"i f ;.'r-r,1;i'.1;ì .i..;i].:iii- s: .ì:h j.¡::j;i¡:ss <.;j, i:¡e itte t.er-Ì.1 ,ì , jì.t:lì=il.ll;.rc."' r:¿.::ti.Iir1 / ,rì,:ìt.Ðí.'1.,ì j
? !ìi'c'iil(i, i' i.i. es; .

¡la=v :ì ì.
v¿9q! ', '1' :',

^t ^^-.

clc
f ormat r-ì ir.(. ri.
format,l,i>:.iit cr

:li--**-----

Sigma = 10^3;

Epso = 8.854187818*10^ (-12) ; i; i;':'ee, sjì.ì'ii.(:, 1-:c,,: :r :1.i-..i.vj.t..'
Muo= 4*pi*10^ (-7); Ì l:'.r'ee .JI-,¿r.::e prl.i:r:lr.:;,rl:r.i.ì..i.t.-.;

Epsrl = 1; Epsr2: l; Epsr3:1; ?;li<r-1.¡;::i.-,'<,r 1;c'::ii:-ì.i-.i.v:. 1-:¡,:...; i.:f t.i:¡,r l-i.r: ..:i,r.j
.,i ,i- rì .L î ,tj l, .i .i. ,:.: ìj

Epsl = Epso*Epsr1-;
Eps2 = Epso*Epsr2;
Eps3 : Epso*Epsr3;
Murl : 1; Mur2 : 1; Mur3 = 1; !5 .ì.=¡1...,i-.j.,.:ç l-reiirìÉ.:.t,j:j. j- j.[: j-2.:::..;: ;.i cj..!.r.:]_r¿,.;r..,.- j.,:_¡-;

Mul : Muo*Mur1; Mu2 = Muo*Mur2; Mu3 : Muo*Mur3;

j¡ i.r er;ll gn cv f. ¿riilt..rË

r: 1fìñ.L !vv,

fmax : 10*10^9;
df = fmax/ri

F = (1:df :fmax) i :i;i.i:.ecineircv i-:, iz
jó 

L ¡l .L ci: Ì-i !é fi {rr

d = 1*10^ (-8); ti; i-lr.i.i::l<.:.lr-.:,;¡:; <'lf. i-i:r,r r:íictüi..

íì:lvl¡ ì- :.'; -,,--,'¡,-,-.,r..,-. r
' ^ - ..'.'.i', -.,'" -.', - :j

fcr k : 1:length(F)
f : F(k);

'¿Þl'('r-rä g¡ài:..i <:'il .î¿ ci:-o¡' Lr

¡1 = l*pi*f *sqrt (Eps1*Mu1); .l; j-.::r ;__r:.r:.*;Jlii:rrr.: .,.:c.r:í .r..;:r
k2 : 2xpt*f*sqrt (Mu2*Eps2) *sqrt (1-j*Sigma / (2*p1xf*Eps2) ) ;

Jå I il t:: ì: t: -i- l.r:; t; v iiili l_: e l _i- ¿: i

¡3 : l*pi*f *sqrt (Eps3*Mu3 ) ; tì; -l n ri,e. j'::e c-3r:åct, ::c.ci,i.ct:
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À1? : 1.Lt

Ã1?:1. Ll

^1/ 
_ 

^-åf! - vi

A21 : kL/ (2*pi*f*Mu1);
A22 = k2/ (2xpi*f*Mu2);
A23 = _k2/ (2*pi*f*Mu2);
A)L : A.

v,

Ã?1 - n.vt

A32 = exp (-j *k2*d) ;
433 : exp(j*k2*d);
434 : -exp (-j*k3*d) ;

AL1 : N.

A42 : (k2/ (2*pi*f*Mu2) ) *exp (-j*k2*d) ;
443 : - (k2/ (2*pi*f*Mu2) ) *exp(j*k2*d) ;
A44 : - (k3/ (2*pi*f*Mu3) ) *exp (-j*k3xd) ;

?¡:'I'.¡.c: ilt¡ti.--i.x
A : lAl1-, A72t 413, 414;

A21t A22t A23, A24,
A3rt A32t 433, 434;
AAL, A42, A43, A44l;

R1 1 :1. Lt

812 = kI/ (2*pt*f*Mu1);
D1? 

- ^.DlJ - Vt

Rl ¿ : n.vt

B : IB]-I; BL2; 813; BL4) ¡

^ - ^\D.v - n\Dt

D(k) : c(1);
E(k) : c(4)ì

end

R = (abs (D) ) .^2;
T = (abs (E)) .^2;

ì: !) (.;x i l, .i:jt:r.lj:lr.ìií.1jï

Power = t/ (2*sqrt (Muo,/Epso) ) - R/ (2*sqrt (Muo/Epso) )
T/ (2*sqrL (Muo/Epso)),' jù1..,.:;l;c,¡;

plot (F, Power, ri.;')
$rid <.:ir

Hofd ¡--.ir

title ( ['i?owll:: l.r)::j:ì v]:i. F.t:t,lcl;ili:,::]-' ] ) ;
xl-abeI ('i'l.e*itercy (1Ì_:)' ) ;
ylabel ( '''r:1,;i-"r Lcs:-.:r ) ;
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.dppendÍx C: MATLA'ts code to calculate the power lost ín

nnuttÍple trarninated condmcting materials wittt

normal incÍdemce of unifonm plane wave

:l iri.t-ì',. ::icrcr.Ì:.t..'l. -ì.¡:¡:ìj.r¡.teã i.:i:i:¡ii-,ct-i.:.-ii:t fr;,,t1'.::;'..a.ì.. ,ì..;,,v1."::;'

'; .:..:--i.rg.l;Liii .i.:,;C,itt-fj : t.i:.i.1::ki:,llSS if ji (::..:i.lj.- ;.¿i:,::2 , Li:i:Ìr,ìì.ii:ìiì,::V )..1 L'::(\(:: ¡ lli¿t...:irl'i ¿..

ia, f-;I'a,Ltc,i-' i.-.i (.;Í,t .

¡la¡r ---ì ì.9rug! '.1 .:'.:'/

cl-c
f ormat arl+r i-.

formaL f,);til r.:

Sigma = 10^3;

Epso : 8.854187818*10^ (-72) ¡ i, ii''l (-<- Í;Ì-'ä'..).: Ì-\(:;i .iij.t..i-vil--1/
Muo: 4*pi*10^ (-7); ji Jit.-ee slü,':'ri-)(,. l-)el:iîe tri).i...ì..i.i..v

Epsrl = 1; Epsr2 -- 7; Epsr3 : 
_1 
; ? ii.<-:L¿i.-.i.ve) I:)eíiiil il- j r.'-i..l...;.(:):ì i.:.i 1..ì:<.:

a. -i. ci -1. cti c j:. ì: ,i. {.i il
Epsl : Epso*Epsr1;
Eps2 : Epso*Epsr2;
Eps3 : Epso*Epsr3;
Murm : 1; Murl = 1;
Mum : Muo*Murm; Mul = Muo*Murl;

?: ir{:qr;(:ir<'],,; L-,:.i liq(:
r: 1lìô.r ¿vvt

fmax:10*10^9;
df = fmax,/r;

F : (1 : df : fmax) i :àl';:r.',.ìr-iei;.rv \ r: t¡!:z

? ìi <.' c' .i l. ¿ .y'cì r' Í:i

NT-l n1 .

?,j'i; t.. :. .i. r .i :, i. r.. i. a L i : + r.. i. ::,,¡

A : zeros (2*N+2);
Y = zeros (2*N+2,1) ;

tm : 1*10^ (-6) i t:: i:lii..l.l;n,.?.s¡i aÍ- 1:ì¡ìílÌì 1.'.t--:.''.i.:1ç1!,i.r,Ì':) ì'r-r¿ìtrriÌ.--i.al. ,.,:)',,",:-

tt : 0 .2*I0^ (-4); ?; i,ii.i.i::k.lrc,s;l; i.:f. t,,:ri.:i: .1.;,iir.i..l.ia1;-r..iiçi <:i.i..t,rl..i.l,::1..¡:.i..i.: .1..¿ivl

fo::m=1:2:2*N
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a*odd (m) : ( (m+11 /2) *Lm + ( (m-l- ) /2) *LI;
end

fovm=2:2:2*N
a_even (m) = (m/2 ) * (tm + tI) ;

end

fo:- k = 1:length(F)
f : F(k);

? ?:.'c'1-'¿ g¡;.i j. (,:l î,':j (.:l (:,1.'s;

ko = 2*pi*f *sqrt (Epso*Muo) ; '): í.¡r ¿,iì,:. :ii:ì,:..i,ii
km : 2*pi*f*sqrt (Mum*Eps2) *sqrt (1+j*Sigma / (l*píxfxEps2) ) ;

::i i. ii r. :.:.t,, l.:1.,:.i,.:i:.1..;;.. .1.. )aj i.'i:i.. :::.... .1. r.

kl = 2*pi*f *sqrt (Mul-*Eps3) ; e; .l. l i:ii'.:' .i¿.,.r::ir:¿1 i...ì.r:c 'ìi.:..-':,.ì.,.:,<.:t:.¡'.i.<.

!,; ì:4.at.. :: i.. x c¡:lr.tï;.¡:n.ln i-. s
A(1'1) : -1; A(1 ,2) : 1; A(1,3) :1,
A(2,7) = ko/ (2*pi*f *Muo) ; A(2,2) : km/ (2*pi*f*Mum) ; A(2,3)

km/ (2*pí* f*Mum) ;

fo::m:1:N

if (mod (m, 2 ) :: 1) :i::i í: :t' :i r; cclri
fo:: q : 3:4: (2*N-3)

A(q,q-1) : exp(-j*km*a-odd(q- (q+l) /2));
A (q, e) : exp ( j *km*a-odd (q- ( q+I) /2) ) ;
A(q,q+1) : - exp(-j*kl*a-odd(q-(q+1) /2)) ;
A(q,q+2) = - exp(t*kl*a-odd(q-(q+1) /2) ) ;

end
fo:: q:424:(2*N-2)

A(q, q-2) : (km,/ (2*pi*f *Mum) )*exp (- j*km*a_odd (q-
(q+2) /2));

e (q, q-1) : - (km,/ (2*pi*f *Mum) ) *exp (j *km*a_odd (q-
(q+2) /2));

A(q,q) : -( (kl/(2*pi*f*Mu]) ) )*exp(-j*kl"a-odd(q-
(q+2) /2) ) ;

A (q, q+1) : ( (k1/ (2*pi*f*MuI) ) ) *exp ( j*kI*a-odd (q-
(q+2) /2) \ ;

encì

elseif (mod(m,2) ::0) ?-i:i l i.:; svei,
fc:: q : 5:4: (2*N-1)

A(q,q-1) = exp(-j*kI*a-even(q- (q+r) /2)\;
A (q, q) = exp (j *k1*a-even (9- G+1) /2\ ) ¡

A(q/ q+1) : - exp (-j*km*a_even (q- (q+1) /2) ) ¡

A(q,q+2) : - exp(j*km*a-even(q-(q+t) /2)) ;
end
fo:: q: 6:4:2*N

A(q, q-2) = (kll (2*pi*f*Mul) ) *exp (-j*kl*a_even (q-
(q+2) /2) ) ¡

A(q,q-1) = - (kI/ (2*pi* f *Muf ))*exp(j*kl*a_even(e-
1q+2) /2));

A(q, q) : - 1 1km/ (l*pi*f *Mum) ) )*exp (-j*km*a-even (q-
G+2) /2) ) ;
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A(q,q+1) : ( (km/ (2*pi*f *Mum) ))*exp(j*km*a_even(e-
(q+2) /2));

encl

- - t *\r r 1 .
Y - 

¿ lì l L,

A(q,q-1) = exp(-j*km*a-odd( (q+1) /2-I)) ;
A(q,q) : exp(j*km*a_odd( (q+1) /2-I)),
A(q,q+1) = - exp(-j*ko*a-odd( (q+l) /2-L)) ;

n: ?*hI ¿ ?.¿l

A(q, q-2) = (km,/ (2*pi*f *Mum) ) *exp (- j*km*a_odd( (q/2) -1) ) ;
A(q,q-1) : - (km/ (2*pi*f*Mum) ) *exp(j*km*a_odd( (q/2)-1) ) ;
A(q,q) (ko/ (2*pi*f*Muo) ) *exp(-j*ko*a_odd( (q/2)-1) ) ;

e¡rcl

end

Y(1) : I; Y(2) : ko/ (2*pi*f*Muo);

X:A;
r- : v\v.
D(k):c(1);
E (k):C (2*N+2\ ; ¡

end

R : (abs (D)) .^2;
r : (abs (E)) .^2¡

Power : f/ (2*sqrt (Muo/Epso) ) - R/ (2*sqrt (Muo/Epso) )

T/ (2*sqrL (Muo/Epso) ) ; tì. >:,;:,;r,Ì.,i

Plot (F, Power, ' v 3'i ìr ' )

grid r'-':-r

Hol-d i.;:'r

tit.le ( [ 'ijl;'..;er: Ia-ì{iÍj \¡tì. i:':e;uer;¿:.i" ] ) ;
xlabel ( 'i:':.-cqirer.^ri: ',, rr.z. .\ ' I i
ylabeI ( 'i'owiì.. L':>,s-:;' ) ;
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Appendix D: Skin Ðepth for Ðifferent Conductivity

Skin depth is calculated based on the equation below:

6-

Table D.1: Skin depths for frequencies with o =10

Table D.2: Skin depths for frequencies with o =I02

Table D.3: Skin depths for frequencies with o = 103

I

@ (c.1)

5.03x10-3

3.56x10-3

2.25xl}-3

5.03x10+

3.56x10+
2.25x104
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Table D.4: Skin depths for frequencies with o =I}a

Table D.5: Skin depths for frequencies with o = 105

Table D.6: Skin depths for frequencies with o =106

Table D.7: Skin depths for frequencies with o =107

1.6x10+

1.13x10+

0.71x10+

5.03x10-s

3.56x10-s

2.25xI}-s

1.6x10-s

1.13x10-5

0.71x10-s

5.03x10-6

3.56x10-6

2.25xI}-s
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Appendix E: Reduction Ín Amte¡rna Gain Ðue to Mís¡natch Loss

Return loss is a measure of how much of the incident energy is reflected back to the

input due to impedance mismatch. Lower .177 values for the return loss indicates better

impedance match. If the antenna is not well matched to the input circuit, then it suffers from

the mismatch loss, which is the same effect as reducing the antenna gain [79]. If the specified

return loss is 9.5 dB, the mismatch loss is 0.5 dB. This has the effect of reducing the antenna

gain by 0.5 dB. The table below shows the commonly specified return losses and their

corresponding mismatch losses, and therefore the reduction in gain:

Table E: Reduction in gain due to mismatch loss
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